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INTRODUCTION TO

THE READING CENTER

Purpose of The Reading Center. The Reading Center is a combination of procedures that have been supported by 
research to improve student reading and comprehension. It is most effective for students who are reasonably accurate in 
their reading but who are slow and need to build reading fluency. It contains two basic components:  

−− Reading Assessment. The Reading Center contains procedures for assessing a student’s reading. The  
assessment is used to place the student at the correct instructional level within the Reading Center  

−− Reading Development. The Reading Center helps improve reading skills by first modeling accurate reading for the 
student and by then providing the student with the opportunity to practice reading. It also provides an opportunity for 
students to practice difficult words used in the story to expand basic sight word vocabulary. Finally the Reading 
Center challenges the student to demonstrate that had good comprehension of what they read.  

Structure of The Reading Center. The Reading Center contains 5 separate reading rooms for different reading levels:  

Reading Room Reading Level 
Blue Circle  = 1st Grade  
Red Star  = 2nd Grade  
Green Square  = 3rd Grade  
Yellow Triangle  = 4th Grade  
Purple Diamond  = 5th Grade  

Use of The Reading Center. The Reading Center should be implemented using 3 steps on a student-by-student basis:  

−− Step 1 – Reading Room Placement. The first step is to determine in which reading room each student should be 
placed. To place a student in the appropriate room, a series of reading assessments are provided for the placement 

of 1
st
-5

th
 Graders.  

−− Step 2 – Reading Room Completion. Once placed in the appropriate reading room, the student is ready to begin the 
lessons in that room. Each reading room contains 12 lessons that progress in reading difficulty from 1-12.   Each 
lesson has 3 parts, which are designed to improve reading through repetition, practice, and generalization.  In each 
of these 3 parts of a lesson, a reading passage is narrated while the student follows along. The student then reads 
the passage alone twice for practice. The student also completes a word recognition quiz and a comprehension 
quiz for each passage. At the end of each lesson, a reading test is conducted to determine if the student is ready to 
progress to the next lesson in the room. Two options are available for conducting this step:  

• Teacher-Based Room Completion – Each student works with a teacher or tutor and the instruction is
provided by another person. Teacher-Based Completion materials are available for each reading
room.

• Computer-Based Room Completion – The student works independently on a computer program
to complete each lesson, and the teacher conducts each lesson test. Computer-Based
Completion materials are available for each reading room.

−− Step 3 – Progress Monitoring. To determine if the student is benefiting from the lessons, it is necessary to monitor 
the student’s progress within the reading room three times a week. Conduct Steps 2 and 3 together. Materials are 
provided to monitor student progress within each reading room.  
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●BLUE CIRCLE READING ROOM ●

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION 
The Blue Circle reading room is designed for students who are at the 1st Grade reading level. Students should be 
assigned to the Blue Circle reading room if during Step 1: Reading Room Placement, Assessment 1 was the highest 
assessment level for which the accuracy criteria was met.  

Materials Needed for Room Completion 

1. A computer work station equipped with speakers (an audio headset is preferred).

2. A link to a Reading Center website.

3. Completion Checklist (page 2).  Have a separate copy for each student.

4. Lesson Tests for Teacher’s Use (pages 3-15).  Have a separate copy for each student.

5. Lesson Tests for Student’s Use (pages 17-28) optional. The same copy can be reused across
students.

6. A stopwatch or timer (set to 1 minute).
Procedures for Room Completion 

The Blue Circle reading room contains 12 lessons that progress in difficulty from Lessons 1 to 12. Each lesson consists of 
3 parts (A, B, C) of equal difficulty.  Complete the Blue Circle room as follows: 

Always start with Lesson 1 and work sequentially through Lesson 12.

Always start with Part A of each lesson and work sequentially through Part C.

Each lesson can be completed in separate sessions, but the 3 parts of a lesson and its test should be completed in the 
same session as follows: 

Begin the Blue Circle reading program in the manner being used by your school.

Click on the name of the room from the Reading Center home page.

Select the Lesson/Part to complete.

Allow the student to work independently through the lesson.

After the student completes Part C of a lesson, conduct the lesson test in which the student reads the passage
aloud while you follow along on a separate copy and record the student’s performance.

Use the Lesson Tests below and follow the Curriculum-Based Measurement (CBM) procedures
provided on the teacher form (pages 3-15).

The student may read aloud from the computer or the Student’s Lesson Test (pages 17-28).

After the lesson test, complete the Completion Checklist (page 3) to determine the following:

If the student is ready to proceed to the next lesson in the room.

If the student must retry the lesson again.

- If the student completes the same lesson twice without progressing to the next lesson,
monitor the student while he/she completes the lesson a third time.

- If after the third try the student does not progress, talk to the person who provided you with
the.

Next, follow instructions on Progress intervention Monitoring Graph to graph Test Score (optional).
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●BLUE CIRCLE READING ROOM ●

COMPLETION CHECKLIST
Student: _______________________________________________ Date Started: _______________ 

Current Grade: (circle one) 1st  2nd  3rd  4th  5th Date Completed: ____________ 

PART 

A 
PART 

B 
PART 

C 
TEST 

SCORE 
LESSON PROGRESS 

Put a √ on the appropriate line. LESSONS 
Put a √ on line 
when finish A. 

Put a √ on line 
when finish B. 

Put a √ on line 
when finish C. 

Put the number of words 
read correctly in 1 minute. 

If Test Score is 
less than 60 words 

If Test Score is 
60 or more words, 

SAMPLE 1st try 
2nd try 

→
→

   √__    
   √__ 

   √__    
   √__ 

   √__    
   √__ 

_56_ 
_62_ 

√ _ retry this lesson
     ____ retry this lesson 

     ____ go to next lesson 
√ _ go to next lesson

1 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 2 
     ____ go to lesson 2 
     ____ go to lesson 2 

2 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 3 
     ____ go to lesson 3 
     ____ go to lesson 3 

3 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 4 
     ____ go to lesson 4 
     ____ go to lesson 4 

4 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 5 
     ____ go to lesson 5 
     ____ go to lesson 5 

5 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 6 
     ____ go to lesson 6 
     ____ go to lesson 6 

6 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 7 
     ____ go to lesson 7 
     ____ go to lesson 7 

7 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 8 
     ____ go to lesson 8 
     ____ go to lesson 8 

8 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 9 
     ____ go to lesson 9 
     ____ go to lesson 9 

9 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 10 
     ____ go to lesson 10 
     ____ go to lesson 10 

10 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 11 
     ____ go to lesson 11 
     ____ go to lesson 11 

11 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 12 
     ____ go to lesson 12 
     ____ go to lesson 12 

12 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ lesson complete! 
     ____ lesson complete! 
     ____ lesson complete! 

*NOTE: If the student completes the same lesson twice without progressing to the next lesson, monitor the student while he/she completes
the lesson a third time. If the student does not progress after the third try, talk to the person who gave you the intervention.
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●BLUE CIRCLE READING ROOM ●

PROGRESS MONITORING GRAPH
Student: _____________________________ Teacher: ____________________________ 

Current Grade: (circle one)  1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th           Year: _______ 

Instructions: 

For each Session across, follow the vertical column up to the horizontal line closest the score achieved in that
session (from “Test Score” column on Completion Form).

Put an X between the lines to mark the point of that session’s score.

Connect the X’s across in red ink to show the line of progress across sessions.
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●BLUE CIRCLE READING ROOM ●

LESSON TESTS FOR 
TEACHER’S USE

Make a separate copy of this section 
(pages 4-15) for each student to be assessed. 
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 1 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Jack is ten.  He camps.  He likes the land.  He finds an   12 

animal.  He looks at it.  It is a bird.  It is red.  Jack   25 

wants food.  He finds a lake.  It is big.  It is blue.  He   38 

fishes.  He is good.  It is cool.  He builds a fire.  It is   51 

large.  It is hot.  It keeps the animals away.  He must put   63 

it out.  It is too hot.  It is night.  Jack sleeps well.  He   76 

sees the sun.  It is in the sky.  Jack gets up.  He needs to   90 

get home before school.    94 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 2 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Tim has a dog.  He has a lot of fun.  He named him Spot.    14 

He is big.  He is black.  Spot has a red house.  It has a   28 

blue door.  It is cool.  Spot likes to run.  Spot can run fast.  41 

He is a fast dog.  He can also jump high.  Tim plays  53 

with Spot.  Spot runs after a green ball.  He has  63 

a lot of fun.  Tim plays with Spot.  Tim likes Spot.    74 

Spot likes Tim.  They have fun.  They are best friends.    84 

They play a lot.    88 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 3 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

I am going to the zoo.  I want to see animals.  Some will   13 

be playing.  Some will be eating.  I will watch monkeys.    23 

They swing on trees.  I will watch lions climb.  They climb   34 

on rocks.  I want to watch elephants.  They are big.  I like   46 

them best.  I will watch birds.  The zoo has many birds.    57 

Birds fly.  I will watch fish.  Fish swim.  They swim in   68 

water.  Fish have many colors.  A train goes around the zoo.    79 

I will ride the train.  I will eat at the zoo.  They have   92 

good food.  I like to eat hot dogs.  I want to see a clown.   106 

Clowns are fun.  They look silly.  I will stay all day.  I  118 

like the zoo.   121 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 4 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Jane went to the circus.  It was fun.  Many people   10 

were there.  Jane liked the clowns.  They were funny.  The   20 

clowns had pies.  They gave a big smile.  Some had red   31 

faces.  Some had big shoes.  The circus had many fun things   42 

to see.  One man stood on a box.  A girl pet a lion.  Two   56 

lions ate hot dogs.  A dog talked.  Jane ate a lot of candy.    69 

It was good.  She did not want to go home.  It was too much   85 

fun.  She had the best time ever.    90 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 5 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

David has a teacher.  She is a kind teacher.  All the   11 

children like her.  She helps them read.  She points to   21 

words in books.  They each take turns reading.  They read   31 

about plants.  They also learn about people.  She helps them with   42 

the right answers.  They all try to be right.  They walk to   54 

lunch.  They sing as they walk.  They sing silly songs.  They   65 

play games.  They play outside.  They get water after   75 

playing.  They listen to music.  They sing along.  She helps   85 

them at the end of the day.  She helps them get on the bus.    98 

They do not want another teacher.   104 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 6 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Sue goes walking all the time.  She walks all over town.    11 

She loves to walk in the park.  She sees many people in the   24 

park.  Some people work there.  Some children play there.    33 

Sue sees dogs.  The dogs are funny.  They are loud.  They   44 

bark a lot.  They make a loud sound.  Old men go to the   57 

park.  They sit and talk.  Some girls go to the park.  They   69 

color pictures.  Sue stops walking.  She sits on a rock.  She   80 

watches fish in the water.  She watches fish jump out of   91 

the water.  Sue learns a lot by watching people and animals.   102 

Sue likes animals.  Sue likes people.  The park is fun.   112 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 7 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Painting is fun.  You can use any paint.  You can paint   11 

by number.  It will help you stay inside the line.  You can   23 

make your own picture.  You can use many colors.  I once   34 

painted a picture of my school.  It even had a flag.  It   46 

also had swings and slides.  They were red.  I painted   56 

children and teachers.  They were happy.  I painted buses.    65 

The buses were big.  I painted many trees.  I painted   75 

flowers.  Paint is wet.  I put it down to dry.  I like to   88 

teach other people to paint.  They can pick their own   98 

picture.  It is fun to learn.  It is fun to paint.   109 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 8 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Mother will go shopping.  She will see new things.  She   10 

will see new people.  Mother will shop for me.  She will buy   22 

Me a another dress.  She will buy me some more shoes.    33 

Mother will shop for our home.  She will buy some new   44 

Plants.  Mother will eat while shopping.  She will try new   54 

Foods.  Mother will shop for my dog.  She will buy him some  66 

Dog food.  Mother will bring home surprises.  She might   75 

Bring us some toys.  She might bring home some candy.    85 

Mother will shop all day.    90 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 9 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Sharon likes school.  It is a place to learn.  Each day   11 

she walks there.  It is near her house.  She does not ride   23 

the bus.  The bus takes too long.  She goes the same way   35 

each day.  She tells new children how to get there.  She   46 

also shows them.  She rides the bus in rain or snow.  She   58 

cannot walk.  She may get sick.  It is not good to walk in   72 

rain.  It is not good to walk in snow.  One day she went   85 

home a different way.  She found her way home.  Her mother   96 

was worried.  Her mother went to look for her.  She thought  107 

Sharon was lost.  Sharon was sorry.  She will not change her  118 

way again.   120 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 10 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

I have a bike.  It is red.  It is big.  I ride fast.  I   14 

ride slow.  I ride it up and down.  I ride my bike a lot.  I   29 

like to ride all day.  I like the cool air on my face.  I   43 

like to ride to new places.  My mother is afraid.  She   54 

thinks I will get hurt.  She makes me ride close to home.    66 

Once I fell off.  I did not hurt.  No one was around to   79 

help me.  I had to walk home.  I take good care of my bike.    93 

I clean it after each ride.  I want it to look good.  I want  107 

it to look new.  My bike is fun.  I love my bike.   119 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 11 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

John wants to swim again this summer.  It will be hot.    11 

Swimming will make him feel cool.  John wants to swim with   22 

his friends.  They will play games in the water.  They will   33 

also play with water guns.  They will throw water balloons.    43 

They will race in the water.  They will swim a long way.    55 

John swims well.  The water is over his head.  He will swim   67 

on his back.  He will try to open his eyes under water.  He   80 

sees rocks.  He sees pennies.  John wants to swim everyday.    90 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 12 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Bob is reading a book.  It is about a mean dog.  The dog   13 

does not like children.  He bites them if they get too   24 

close.  The dog has a long tail and little eyes.  He ran   36 

away from home one day.  They found him in a store.  The   48 

store put him out.  The dog still did not want to leave.  He   61 

then ran into the woods.  There he scared a girl who was   73 

walking.  She stood still and did not move.  The dog did not   85 

bite her.  All he wanted was to play.  He finally went back home.  98 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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●BLUE CIRCLE READING ROOM ●

LESSON TESTS FOR 
STUDENT’S USE

The same copy of this section 
(pages 17-28) can be reused across students.
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 1 Test 

Jack is ten.  He camps.  He likes the land.  He finds an  

animal.  He looks at it.  It is a bird.  It is red.  Jack  

wants food.  He finds a lake.  It is big.  It is blue.  He  

fishes.  He is good.  It is cool.  He builds a fire.  It is  

large.  It is hot.  It keeps the animals away.  He must put  

it out.  It is too hot.  It is night.  Jack sleeps well.  He  

sees the sun.  It is in the sky.  Jack gets up.  He needs to  

get home before school.   
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 2 Test 

Tim has a dog.  He has a lot of fun.  He named him Spot.   

He is big.  He is black.  Spot has a red house.  It has a  

blue door.  It is cool.  Spot likes to run.  Spot can run fast. 

He is a fast dog.  He can also jump high.  Tim plays 

with Spot.  Spot runs after a green ball.  He has 

a lot of fun.  Tim plays with Spot.  Tim likes Spot.   

Spot likes Tim.  They have fun.  They are best friends.   

They play a lot.   
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 3 Test 

I am going to the zoo.  I want to see animals.  Some will  

be playing.  Some will be eating.  I will watch monkeys.   

They swing on trees.  I will watch lions climb.  They climb  

on rocks.  I want to watch elephants.  They are big.  I like  

them best.  I will watch birds.  The zoo has many birds.   

Birds fly.  I will watch fish.  Fish swim.  They swim in  

water.  Fish have many colors.  A train goes around the zoo.   

I will ride the train.  I will eat at the zoo.  They have  

good food.  I like to eat hot dogs.  I want to see a clown.   

Clowns are fun.  They look silly.  I will stay all day.  I  

like the zoo.   
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 4 Test 

Jane went to the circus.  It was fun.  Many people  

were there.  Jane liked the clowns.  They were funny.  The  

clowns had pies.  They gave a big smile.  Some had red  

faces.  Some had big shoes.  The circus had many fun things  

to see.  One man stood on a box.  A girl pet a lion.  Two  

lions ate hot dogs.  A dog talked.  Jane ate a lot of candy.   

It was good.  She did not want to go home.  It was too much  

fun.  She had the best time ever.   
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 5 Test 

David has a teacher.  She is a kind teacher.  All the  

children like her.  She helps them read.  She points to  

words in books.  They each take turns reading.  They read  

about plants.  They also learn about people.  She helps them with  

the right answers.  They all try to be right.  They walk to  

lunch.  They sing as they walk.  They sing silly songs.  They  

play games.  They play outside.  They get water after  

playing.  They listen to music.  They sing along.  She helps  

them at the end of the day.  She helps them get on the bus.   

They do not want another teacher.   
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 6 Test 

Sue goes walking all the time.  She walks all over town.   

She loves to walk in the park.  She sees many people in the  

park.  Some people work there.  Some children play there.   

Sue sees dogs.  The dogs are funny.  They are loud.  They  

bark a lot.  They make a loud sound.  Old men go to the  

park.  They sit and talk.  Some girls go to the park.  They  

color pictures.  Sue stops walking.  She sits on a rock.  She  

watches fish in the water.  She watches fish jump out of  

the water.  Sue learns a lot by watching people and animals.   

Sue likes animals.  Sue likes people.  The park is fun.   
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 7 Test 

Painting is fun.  You can use any paint.  You can paint  

by number.  It will help you stay inside the line.  You can  

make your own picture.  You can use many colors.  I once  

painted a picture of my school.  It even had a flag.  It  

also had swings and slides.  They were red.  I painted  

children and teachers.  They were happy.  I painted buses.  

The buses were big.  I painted many trees.  I painted  

flowers.  Paint is wet.  I put it down to dry.  I like to  

teach other people to paint.  They can pick their own  

picture.  It is fun to learn.  It is fun to paint.   
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 8 Test 

Mother will go shopping.  She will see new things.  She  

will see new people.  Mother will shop for me.  She will buy  

Me a another dress.  She will buy me some more shoes.   

Mother will shop for our home.  She will buy some new  

Plants.  Mother will eat while shopping.  She will try new  

Foods.  Mother will shop for my dog.  She will buy him some  

Dog food.  Mother will bring home surprises.  She might  

Bring us some toys.  She might bring home some candy.   

Mother will shop all day.   
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 9 Test 

Sharon likes school.  It is a place to learn.  Each day  

she walks there.  It is near her house.  She does not ride  

the bus.  The bus takes too long.  She goes the same way  

each day.  She tells new children how to get there.  She  

also shows them.  She rides the bus in rain or snow.  She  

cannot walk.  She may get sick.  It is not good to walk in  

rain.  It is not good to walk in snow.  One day she went  

home a different way.  She found her way home.  Her mother  

was worried.  Her mother went to look for her.  She thought  

Sharon was lost.  Sharon was sorry.  She will not change her  

way again.   
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 10 Test 

I have a bike.  It is red.  It is big.  I ride fast.  I  

ride slow.  I ride it up and down.  I ride my bike a lot.  I  

like to ride all day.  I like the cool air on my face.  I  

like to ride to new places.  My mother is afraid.  She  

thinks I will get hurt.  She makes me ride close to home.   

Once I fell off.  I did not hurt.  No one was around to  

help me.  I had to walk home.  I take good care of my bike.  

I clean it after each ride.  I want it to look good.  I want  

it to look new.  My bike is fun.  I love my bike.   
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 11 Test 

John wants to swim again this summer.  It will be hot.   

Swimming will make him feel cool.  John wants to swim with  

his friends.  They will play games in the water.  They will  

also play with water guns.  They will throw water balloons.   

They will race in the water.  They will swim a long way.   

John swims well.  The water is over his head.  He will swim  

on his back.  He will try to open his eyes under water.  He  

sees rocks.  He sees pennies.  John wants to swim everyday.   
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Blue Circle 
Lesson 12 Test 

Bob is reading a book.  It is about a mean dog.  The dog  

does not like children.  He bites them if they get too  

close.  The dog has a long tail and little eyes.  He ran  

away from home one day.  They found him in a store.  The  

store put him out.  The dog still did not want to leave.  He  

then ran into the woods.  There he scared a girl who was  

walking.  She stood still and did not move.  The dog did not  

bite her.  All he wanted was to play.  He finally went back home. 
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* RED STAR READING ROOM *

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION 
The Red Star reading room is designed for students who are at the 2nd Grade reading level. Students should be assigned 
to the Red Star reading room if during Step 1: Reading Room Placement, Assessment 2 was the highest assessment 
level for which the accuracy criteria was met.  

Materials Needed for Room Completion 

1. A computer work station equipped with speakers (an audio headset is preferred).

2. A link to a Reading Center website.

3. Completion Checklist (page 2).  Have a separate copy for each student.

4. Lesson Tests for Teacher’s Use (pages 3-15).  Have a separate copy for each student.

5. Lesson Tests for Student’s Use (pages 17-28) optional. The same copy can be reused across
students.

6. A stopwatch or timer (set to 1 minute).
Procedures for Room Completion 

The Red Star reading room contains 12 lessons that progress in difficulty from Lessons 1 to 12. Each lesson consists of 3 
parts (A, B, C) of equal difficulty.  Complete the Red Star room as follows: 

Always start with Lesson 1 and work sequentially through Lesson 12.

Always start with Part A of each lesson and work sequentially through Part C.

Each lesson can be completed in separate sessions, but the 3 parts of a lesson and its test should be completed in the 
same session as follows: 

Begin the Red Star reading program in the matter being used by your school.

Click on the name of the room from the Reading Center home page.

Select the Lesson/Part to complete.

Allow the student to work independently through the lesson.

After the student completes Part C of a lesson, conduct the lesson test in which the student reads the passage
aloud while you follow along on a separate copy and record the student’s performance.

Use the Lesson Tests below and follow the Curriculum-Based Measurement (CBM) procedures
provided on the teacher form (pages 3-15).

The student may read aloud from the computer or the Student’s Lesson Test (pages 17-28).

After the lesson test, complete the Completion Checklist (page 3) to determine the following:

If the student is ready to proceed to the next lesson in the room.

If the student must retry the lesson again.

- If the student completes the same lesson twice without progressing to the next lesson,
monitor the student while he/she completes the lesson a third time.

- If after the third try the student does not progress, talk to the person who provided you with
the intervention.

Next, follow instructions on Progress Monitoring Graph to graph Test Score.
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* RED STAR READING ROOM *

COMPLETION CHECKLIST
Student: _______________________________________________ Date Started: _______________ 

Current Grade: (circle one) 1st  2nd  3rd  4th  5th Date Completed: ____________ 

PART 

A 
PART 

B 
PART 

C 
TEST 

SCORE 
LESSON PROGRESS 

Put a √ on the appropriate line. LESSONS 
Put a √ on line 
when finish A. 

Put a √ on line 
when finish B. 

Put a √ on line 
when finish C. 

Put the number of words 
read correctly in 1 minute. 

If Test Score is 
less than 60 words 

If Test Score is 
60 or more words, 

SAMPLE 1st try 
2nd try 

→
→

   √__    
   √__ 

   √__    
   √__ 

   √__    
   √__ 

_56_ 
_62_ 

√ _ retry this lesson
     ____ retry this lesson 

     ____ go to next lesson 
√ _ go to next lesson

1 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 2 
     ____ go to lesson 2 
     ____ go to lesson 2 

2 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 3 
     ____ go to lesson 3 
     ____ go to lesson 3 

3 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 4 
     ____ go to lesson 4 
     ____ go to lesson 4 

4 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 5 
     ____ go to lesson 5 
     ____ go to lesson 5 

5 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 6 
     ____ go to lesson 6 
     ____ go to lesson 6 

6 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 7 
     ____ go to lesson 7 
     ____ go to lesson 7 

7 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 8 
     ____ go to lesson 8 
     ____ go to lesson 8 

8 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 9 
     ____ go to lesson 9 
     ____ go to lesson 9 

9 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 10 
     ____ go to lesson 10 
     ____ go to lesson 10 

10 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 11 
     ____ go to lesson 11 
     ____ go to lesson 11 

11 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 12 
     ____ go to lesson 12 
     ____ go to lesson 12 

12 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ lesson complete! 
     ____ lesson complete! 
     ____ lesson complete! 

*NOTE: If the student completes the same lesson twice without progressing to the next lesson, monitor the student while he/she
completes the lesson a third time. If the student does not progress after the third try, talk to the person who gave you the intervention.
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* RED STAR READING ROOM *

PROGRESS MONITORING GRAPH
Student: _____________________________ Teacher: ____________________________ 

Current Grade: (circle one)  1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th           Year: _______ 

Instructions: 

For each Session across, follow the vertical column up to the horizontal line closest the score achieved in that
session (from “Test Score” column on Completion Form).

Put an X between the lines to mark the point of that session’s score.

Connect the X’s across in red ink to show the line of progress across sessions.
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* RED STAR READING ROOM *

LESSON TESTS FOR 
TEACHER’S USE

Make a separate copy of this section 
(pages 4-15) for each student to be assessed. 
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 1 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Mike went to a farm and barn today.  He got to see three  13 

animals.  He saw a hen, a cow, and a sheep.  It was like   26 

going to the petting zoo.  Mike got to clip the sheep.  Mike 38 

got to play with hens and even wash cows.  It was a great 51 

day.  He loved going to the farm.  Mike thinks he might run 63 

a farm when he gets old.  It would be the best job ever.  He 77 

would be able to have fun all day long.  It would be cool.   90 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 2 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Anna was skating one day and found a map.  It was   11 

awesome.  Anna took the map to see where it would take her.   23 

Anna went all about town.  It took her to school.  Anna got   35 

to look in the gym.  Anna had a good time with the map.   48 

Anna wished to find some gold.  It was fun to look for   60 

gold.  Anna only found a box in the gym.  It was full of   73 

cake.  She ate a piece.  It was good.  Anna likes maps.  Anna   85 

thinks that she wants to make one of her own.  Anna wants   97 

to do this again.  It was a lot of fun.  107 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 3 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

I like to play with dogs.  They are so neat.  I like Sam   13 

the best.  He can bark and run like the wind.  He even howls   26 

at the moon.  I take him to the park with me to play.  Sam   40 

likes to walk with the other dogs.  I had a dog party for   53 

Sam.  He got to stay up all night and have fun.  They got to   67 

eat bones and dig holes in the dirt.  I love my dog Sam.   80 

He is very nice and likes to play with me all the time.  We   94 

are best friends.   97 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 4 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Jeff got a new fire truck for his birthday.  It was   11 

better than an old car.  It was bright red and had a   23 

little ladder on it.  Jeff had other trucks, but not as   34 

great as this one.  Jeff learned how to make the siren   45 

sound.  Jeff and his dad played with his truck on the   56 

floor.  They pretended that the couch was on fire.  First,   66 

Jeff put on his coat and fire hat.  He then drove over to   79 

the couch.  He slowly put the fire out.  He was a hero.  He   92 

had a lot of fun with his new toy.  It was the best truck ever. 107 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 5 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Have you ever heard the exciting story about the    9 

walking fish?  It was really a great story.   It is about a   21 

cool fish.  His name was Philip, and he walked all around   32 

town.  He was the envy of all the fish in the sea.  Everyone   45 

could see Philip walk, and they could not believe it.  One time,  57 

Philip walked all the way to the bus stop.  His fins do get   70 

tired.  He was a lot of fun to watch.  He had a really great   84 

time walking.  He is a fun fish.   91 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 6 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

My sister Donna plays volleyball.  She plays fair, and    9 

she is a great player.  Her team wears the color white.   20 

This morning they are playing the yellow team.  Donna's   29 

friend Anne is on the yellow team.  It will be fun to play   42 

against her best friend.  Donna hopes to score a lot of   53 

points by serving the ball.  She wants to spike it too.   64 

When Donna has the ball, the yellow team will back up.   75 

Donna will spike the ball towards the net.  People will   85 

clap for Donna as the ball goes over the net.  It will be a   99 

fun game to watch.  Donna's team will win.  It's going to be great! 112 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 7 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Henry loves to run.  Henry runs to every place he goes.   11 

He runs back and forth to school.  He races all his   22 

friends.  The problem is that Henry never wins.  He is   32 

one of the slowest runners in his school.  Fortunately,   41 

Henry does not care how fast he is.  He loves to hear the   54 

sound of his shoes hitting the pavement.  Henry will run   64 

until he cannot run anymore.  One day Henry wants to run   75 

across the country.  Now he just practices with short   84 

trips.  Either way, Henry is proud of himself, and that is   95 

what is important.   98 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 8 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Grace loves all birds.  She has a little red bird named Minnie.   12 

Minnie can fly as high as clouds in the sky. 22 

Grace and Minnie are best friends.  Grace thinks that Minnie is 33 

the best bird on earth.  At school, Grace learned about all 44 

kinds of birds.  One day, Grace’s teacher took her class to 55 

the zoo for a field trip.  Grace saw lots of big birds at the zoo. 70 

She saw eagles and hawks.  Grace likes big birds.  She 80 

wishes that Minnie would grow up to be as big as a hawk. 93 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 9 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Sarah has always wanted to be a babysitter.  She wanted   11 

to make her own money to buy some new clothes.  Her dad   23 

said that if she earned enough money, he would take Sarah     34 

to the mall.  Sarah babysat for two little girls.  She   44 

babysat during the afternoon.  It was a hard job, but it   55 

was also a lot of fun.  Sarah got to watch cartoons and   67 

play baseball.  She was there for six hours, and loved   77 

every second of it.  She made a lot of money that day.  She   90 

already had another job set up.  Sarah loved to babysit.  101 

It was a lot of fun, and it helped her get money to buy  115 

her own clothes.  118 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 10 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Today is Lauren's ninth birthday.  She wants a keyboard.    9 

She had cereal and milk for breakfast.  She also got to   20 

take snacks to school for her class.  After school, Lauren   30 

and some children in her class had a birthday party.  They   41 

had a great time.  It was so much fun.  It was time to open   55 

her presents.  Lauren could not wait to get her keyboard.   65 

She loved to play music and sing along with the radio.   76 

Lauren's last present was in her room.  She ran as fast as   88 

she could to the door.  She was so happy when she saw her  101 

keyboard wrapped in pink paper.  It was the best birthday ever. 112 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 11 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Molly's class took a field trip to the river last week.   11 

Molly had been looking forward to the trip all year.  The night   23 

before the trip, Molly began to sneeze at the dinner table.   34 

The next morning she woke up feeling really bad.  Molly was   45 

sick and had to visit the doctor.  She was very sad.  She   57 

did not want to miss the trip to the river.  Molly was not   70 

able to see the fish and animals of the river.  Her parents   82 

told her they would take her on her own field trip to the   95 

river when she felt better.  100 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 12 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Jason's brother and sister took him to the amazing    9 

circus.  Jason loved the tightrope walkers because they   17 

were brave.  He was amazed that they didn't tumble to the   28 

ground.  They have to keep their bodies very still, and every  39 

time they walk their lives are in great danger.  Jason   49 

wondered what would happen if they missed.  They had no   59 

security ropes to hold them into place.  hey were very high   70 

off the ground.  Jason told his brother and sister that he   81 

would never want that job.  Jason got to meet a tightrope   92 

walker. He was really nice to Jason.  He said he would  103 

even let Jason try the tightrope, of course with security  113 

ropes.  Jason thought that would be fun.  120 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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* RED STAR READING ROOM *

LESSON TESTS FOR 
STUDENT’S USE

The same copy of this section 
(pages 17-28) can be reused across students.
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 1 Test 

Mike went to a farm and barn today.  He got to see three  

animals.  He saw a hen, a cow, and a sheep.  It was like    

going to the petting zoo.  Mike got to clip the sheep.  Mike  

got to play with hens and even wash cows.  It was a great  

day.  He loved going to the farm.  Mike thinks he might run  

a farm when he gets old.  It would be the best job ever.  He  

would be able to have fun all day long.  It would be cool.   
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 2 Test 

Anna was skating one day and found a map.  It was  

awesome.  Anna took the map to see where it would take her.  

Anna went all about town.  It took her to school.  Anna got  

to look in the gym.  Anna had a good time with the map.  

Anna wished to find some gold.  It was fun to look for  

gold.  Anna only found a box in the gym.  It was full of  

cake.  She ate a piece.  It was good.  Anna likes maps.  Anna  

thinks that she wants to make one of her own.  Anna wants  

to do this again.  It was a lot of fun.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 3 Test 

I like to play with dogs.  They are so neat.  I like Sam  

the best.  He can bark and run like the wind.  He even howls  

at the moon.  I take him to the park with me to play.  Sam  

likes to walk with the other dogs.  I had a dog party for  

Sam.  He got to stay up all night and have fun.  They got to  

eat bones and dig holes in the dirt.  I love my dog Sam.  

He is very nice and likes to play with me all the time.  We  

are best friends.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 4 Test 

Jeff got a new fire truck for his birthday.  It was  

better than an old car.  It was bright red and had a  

little ladder on it.  Jeff had other trucks, but not as  

great as this one.  Jeff learned how to make the siren  

sound.  Jeff and his dad played with his truck on the  

floor.  They pretended that the couch was on fire.  First,  

Jeff put on his coat and fire hat.  He then drove over to  

the couch.  He slowly put the fire out.  He was a hero.  He  

had a lot of fun with his new toy.  It was the best truck ever.
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 5 Test 

Have you ever heard the exciting story about the  

walking fish?  It was really a great story.   It is about a  

cool fish.  His name was Philip, and he walked all around  

town.  He was the envy of all the fish in the sea.  Everyone  

could see Philip walk, and they could not believe it.  One time, 

Philip walked all the way to the bus stop.  His fins do get  

tired.  He was a lot of fun to watch.  He had a really great  

time walking.  He is a fun fish.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 6 Test 

My sister Donna plays volleyball.  She plays fair, and  

she is a great player.  Her team wears the color white.  

This morning they are playing the yellow team.  Donna's  

friend Anne is on the yellow team.  It will be fun to play  

against her best friend.  Donna hopes to score a lot of  

points by serving the ball.  She wants to spike it too.  

When Donna has the ball, the yellow team will back up.  

Donna will spike the ball towards the net.  People will  

clap for Donna as the ball goes over the net.  It will be a  

fun game to watch.  Donna's team will win.  It's going to be great! 
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 7 Test 

Henry loves to run.  Henry runs to every place he goes.  

He runs back and forth to school.  He races all his  

friends.  The problem is that Henry never wins.  He is  

one of the slowest runners in his school.  Fortunately,  

Henry does not care how fast he is.  He loves to hear the  

sound of his shoes hitting the pavement.  Henry will run  

until he cannot run anymore.  One day Henry wants to run  

across the country.  Now he just practices with short  

trips.  Either way, Henry is proud of himself, and that is  

what is important.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 8 Test 

Grace loves all birds.  She has a little red bird named Minnie.   

Minnie can fly as high as clouds in the sky. 

Grace and Minnie are best friends.  Grace thinks that Minnie is 

the best bird on earth.  At school, Grace learned about all 

kinds of birds.  One day, Grace’s teacher took her class to 

the zoo for a field trip.  Grace saw lots of big birds at the zoo. 

She saw eagles and hawks.  Grace likes big birds.  She 

wishes that Minnie would grow up to be as big as a hawk. 
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 9 Test 

Sarah has always wanted to be a babysitter.  She wanted  

to make her own money to buy some new clothes.  Her dad  

said that if she earned enough money, he would take Sarah    

to the mall.  Sarah babysat for two little girls.  She  

babysat during the afternoon.  It was a hard job, but it  

was also a lot of fun.  Sarah got to watch cartoons and  

play baseball.  She was there for six hours, and loved  

every second of it.  She made a lot of money that day.  She  

already had another job set up.  Sarah loved to babysit.  

It was a lot of fun, and it helped her get money to buy  

her own clothes.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 10 Test 

Today is Lauren's ninth birthday.  She wants a keyboard.  

She had cereal and milk for breakfast.  She also got to  

take snacks to school for her class.  After school, Lauren  

and some children in her class had a birthday party.  They  

had a great time.  It was so much fun.  It was time to open  

her presents.  Lauren could not wait to get her keyboard.  

She loved to play music and sing along with the radio.  

Lauren's last present was in her room.  She ran as fast as  

she could to the door.  She was so happy when she saw her  

keyboard wrapped in pink paper.  It was the best birthday ever. 
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 11 Test 

Molly's class took a field trip to the river last week.  

Molly had been looking forward to the trip all year.  The night  

before the trip, Molly began to sneeze at the dinner table.  

The next morning she woke up feeling really bad.  Molly was  

sick and had to visit the doctor.  She was very sad.  She  

did not want to miss the trip to the river.  Molly was not  

able to see the fish and animals of the river.  Her parents  

told her they would take her on her own field trip to the  

river when she felt better.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Red Star 
Lesson 12 Test 

Jason's brother and sister took him to the amazing  

circus.  Jason loved the tightrope walkers because they  

were brave.  He was amazed that they didn't tumble to the  

ground.  They have to keep their bodies very still, and every  

time they walk their lives are in great danger.  Jason  

wondered what would happen if they missed.  They had no  

security ropes to hold them into place.  hey were very high  

off the ground.  Jason told his brother and sister that he  

would never want that job.  Jason got to meet a tightrope  

walker. He was really nice to Jason.  He said he would  

even let Jason try the tightrope, of course with security  

ropes.  Jason thought that would be fun.  
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▪GREEN SQUARE READING ROOM ▪
INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION 

The Green Square reading room is designed for students who are at the 3rd Grade reading level. Students should be 
assigned to the Green Square reading room if during Step 1: Reading Room Placement, Assessment 3 was the highest 
assessment level for which the accuracy criteria was met.  

Materials Needed for Room Completion 

1. A computer work station equipped with speakers (an audio headset is preferred).

2. A link to a Reading Center website.

3. Completion Checklist (page 2).  Have a separate copy for each student.

4. Lesson Tests for Teacher’s Use (pages 3-15).  Have a separate copy for each student.

5. Lesson Tests for Student’s Use (pages 17-28) optional. The same copy can be reused across
students.

6. A stopwatch or timer (set to 1 minute).

7. Progress Monitoring Graph (page 4).  Have a separate copy for each student.
Procedures for Room Completion 

The Green Square reading room contains 12 lessons that progress in difficulty from Lessons 1 to 12. Each lesson 
consists of 3 parts (A, B, C) of equal difficulty.  Complete the Green Square room as follows: 

Always start with Lesson 1 and work sequentially through Lesson 12.

Always start with Part A of each lesson and work sequentially through Part C.

Each lesson can be completed in separate sessions, but the 3 parts of a lesson and its test should be completed in the 
same session as follows: 

Begin the Green Square reading program in the manner being used by your school.

Click on the name of the room from the Reading Center home page.

Select the Lesson/Part to complete.

Allow the student to work independently through the lesson.

After the student completes Part C of a lesson, conduct the lesson test in which the student reads the passage
aloud while you follow along on a separate copy and record the student’s performance.

Use the Lesson Tests below and follow the Curriculum-Based Measurement (CBM) procedures
provided on the teacher form (pages 3-15).

The student may read aloud from the computer or the Student’s Lesson Test (pages 17-28).

After the lesson test, complete the Completion Checklist (page 3) to determine the following:

If the student is ready to proceed to the next lesson in the room.

If the student must retry the lesson again.

- If the student completes the same lesson twice without progressing to the next lesson,
monitor the student while he/she completes the lesson a third time.

- If after the third try the student does not progress, talk to the person who provided you with
the intervention.

Next, follow instructions on Progress Monitoring Graph to graph Test Score.
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▪GREEN SQUARE READING ROOM ▪
COMPLETION CHECKLIST

Student: _______________________________________________ Date Started: _______________ 

Current Grade: (circle one) 1st  2nd  3rd  4th  5th Date Completed: ____________ 

PART 

A 
PART 

B 
PART 

C 
TEST 

SCORE 
LESSON PROGRESS 

Put a √ on the appropriate line. LESSONS 
Put a √ on line 
when finish A. 

Put a √ on line 
when finish B. 

Put a √ on line 
when finish C. 

Put the number of words 
read correctly in 1 minute. 

If Test Score is 
less than 100 words 

If Test Score is 
100 or more words, 

SAMPLE 1st try 
2nd try 

→
→

   √__    
   √__ 

   √__    
   √__ 

   √__    
   √__ 

_96_ 
_102_ 

√ _ retry this lesson
     ____ retry this lesson 

     ____ go to next lesson 
√ _ go to next lesson

1 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 2 
     ____ go to lesson 2 
     ____ go to lesson 2 

2 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 3 
     ____ go to lesson 3 
     ____ go to lesson 3 

3 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 4 
     ____ go to lesson 4 
     ____ go to lesson 4 

4 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 5 
     ____ go to lesson 5 
     ____ go to lesson 5 

5 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 6 
     ____ go to lesson 6 
     ____ go to lesson 6 

6 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 7 
     ____ go to lesson 7 
     ____ go to lesson 7 

7 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 8 
     ____ go to lesson 8 
     ____ go to lesson 8 

8 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 9 
     ____ go to lesson 9 
     ____ go to lesson 9 

9 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 10 
     ____ go to lesson 10 
     ____ go to lesson 10 

10 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 11 
     ____ go to lesson 11 
     ____ go to lesson 11 

11 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 12 
     ____ go to lesson 12 
     ____ go to lesson 12 

12 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ lesson complete! 
     ____ lesson complete! 
     ____ lesson complete! 

*NOTE: If the student completes the same lesson twice without progressing to the next lesson, monitor the student while he/she
completes the lesson a third time. If the student does not progress after the third try, talk to the person who gave you the intervention.
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▪GREEN SQUARE READING ROOM ▪
PROGRESS MONITORING GRAPH
Student: _____________________________ Teacher: ____________________________ 

Current Grade: (circle one)  1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th           Year: _______ 

Instructions: 

For each Session across, follow the vertical column up to the horizontal line closest the score achieved in that
session (from “Test Score” column on Completion Form).

Put an X between the lines to mark the point of that session’s score.

Connect the X’s across in red ink to show the line of progress across sessions.
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▪GREEN SQUARE READING ROOM ▪
LESSON TESTS FOR 
TEACHER’S USE

Make a separate copy of this section 
(pages 4-15) for each student to be assessed. 
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 1 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

A long time back, I met a little girl whose home was  12 

deep in the forest.  The little girl loved living in the  23 

forest among the animals.  Yet, she was also a lonely  33 

little girl, because she thought that she did not have a  44 

family.  I met her when she ran through the woods and  55 

picked wild flowers.  When I saw her, I could not believe my 67 

eyes.  She looked exactly like the little sister that had  77 

wandered from my home years ago.  I felt that I had  88 

discovered my long lost sister.  The girl and I sat talking  99 

for hours about her life.  At the end of the day, I told her  113 

what I believed to be true.  She said that she felt that I  126 

was familiar also.  I asked her if she wanted to return to  138 

her home and family, and she said yes.  That day the little  150 

girl and I found a missing piece of our family.  160 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 2 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Matt knows for a fact that homework is not fun.  He must  12 

sit in the kitchen and finish all of his homework before  23 

he can go out and play.  Today he has to practice sums and  36 

differences.  Why couldn't his teacher just say practice  44 

adding and subtracting?  Why use big words?  His mom says  54 

that if he does well in school, he will succeed in life.  He  67 

believes that she is right.  He has big dreams about his  78 

life.  He is filled with ideas about what he wants to be.  90 

Perhaps he will be a builder and build a new house for his  103 

mom.  He knows he is smart, and smart people work before  114 

play, so that is the reason he must get back to work.  Boy,  127 

it is hard for him to finish his homework when the outside  139 

world looks like such fun.  144 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 3 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

I am a fifth grader at St. Mary's Academy.  My name is  12 

Max.  I am in Mrs. Brown's class.  She is very nice.  There  24 

are twenty members of the class, twelve girls and eight  34 

boys.  I like them all.  We have a lot of fun.  I learn about  48 

all sorts of neat things during the school day.  In writing  59 

class, we are learning how to make sentences with nouns  69 

and verbs.  I really like to write stories.  I once wrote a  81 

story about how I was stranded on an island in the ocean.  93 

I was scared.  An airplane saved me.  In science class, we  104 

are learning about how everyone is made of cells.  They are  115 

very tiny and you cannot see them.  We also made a machine  127 

that is full of balls of heat.  It is very hot.  We are able  141 

to heat the room.  In art class, I drew a picture of our  154 

machine.  I love school.  It is so much fun.  163 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 4 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

I love to go visit the aquarium.  I love to stick my  12 

fingers in the surface of the water.  My favorite sea  22 

creature is the seal.  I like the way he makes noise and  34 

claps his hands together.  He plays with the beach ball too. 45 

I do not like the jellyfish.  I saw one that was red and  58 

white.  I am scared to go by the jellyfish because they  69 

might sting me.  They do not like to be dry because they  81 

probably will die.  The biggest is the Man of War.  My  92 

favorite thing to do in the aquarium is play in the sand  104 

box.  There is a helper that lets us hold all sorts of  116 

unique sea creatures.  I got to hold a turtle, a blue crab,  128 

a white coral, and a red lobster.  I want to go to the  141 

beach on vacation to see all these creatures up close.  I  152 

want to go back to the awesome aquarium.  160 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 5 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

My favorite man in the whole world is my dad, Tim. He  12 

is the nicest man on the earth. He always helps me tie my  25 

shoes and do my chores. He takes me outside in the yard to  38 

ride my bike and climb trees. He even lets me have friends  50 

over to camp out in the backyard. We even have something  61 

in common. We both like rye bread, but no one else in our  74 

family does. We both put spaghetti sauce on it. After  84 

school he helps me with my homework. He is great in  95 

history and music. If I'm lucky, he lets me watch a little  107 

TV until my bedtime, which is nine thirty. At night he  118 

tucks me in bed and reads me a new story every night. My  131 

dad is the greatest guy in the world. I am glad he is my  145 

dad. My dad always makes me laugh.  152 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 6 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Each day I fly through the zoo, watching as the people   11 

pass by.  They stare, making strange sounds like "oh" and   21 

"wow."  Sometimes the smaller people cannot see   28 

everything, because their legs are too short.  The people   37 

do not watch me because I am a small size.  I quickly fly   50 

out of the way before they can see me.  If you asked the   63 

people why they do not watch me, they would say that I was   76 

not important enough to watch.  They see me as a common,   87 

everyday animal, not special like the jaguar.  I love   96 

living in the zoo.  Unlike those who are caged, I have my  108 

freedom.  I have freedom to explore and lay my eggs in safe  120 

places.  People are very messy creatures, dropping garbage  128 

everywhere, but their garbage shall be my dinner.  The best  138 

place in the world for a bird to live is the zoo.  150 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 7 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

It was Career Day yesterday in Annie's class.  Many  9 

professionals came to her class to talk to the children.  19 

Doctors, lawyers, and dentists visited them.  They talked  27 

about their jobs in general.  Annie thought that their jobs  37 

sounded fun, but she still did not know what she wants to  49 

do when she grows up.  When she was little, she wanted to  61 

be an astronaut and go to the moon.  Another time, Annie  72 

wanted to be a movie star.  She thought all night about  83 

what it was that she wants to do when she grows up.  Late  96 

last night Annie finally decided that she is going to be  107 

the President of the United States.  Annie feels that she  117 

would make a great president.  She has a lot of good ideas  129 

that would help the government.  Annie wondered why her  138 

teacher did not invite the President to visit her class  148 

for Career Day.  151 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 8 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

John was going to the park to play baseball.  On the way  12 

to the park, he walked passed a large grassy field.  In the   24 

middle of the field stood a round silver tower.  He became   35 

curious about what could be in the tower, so he decided to   47 

investigate.  However, John could not find a door.  He   56 

became frustrated and leaned against the wall of the   65 

tower.  Just then, the wall opened up and John fell into   76 

the building.  The inside of the building was like nothing   86 

John had ever seen in his life.  There were small circle   97 

shaped mirrors everywhere, and each mirror had a small  106 

button beside it.  John chose one mirror and pressed its  116 

button.  In the mirror John was shown an imaginary world  126 

where everyone had three feet.  He thought that the people  136 

looked silly walking around on three feet.  John spent the  146 

rest of the day exploring the tower.  153 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 9 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

It was the most thrilling day of Erin's life.  She was   11 

finally able to go to a concert starring a pair of her   23 

favorite bands, Boys'r'Us and the All-Stars.  Her mom   31 

agreed to take Erin to the concert if she helped baby-sit   42 

her little brothers.  She earned thirty dollars.  It was   51 

finally the big day and Erin's friend, Katie, was going to   62 

go with her.  They both got dressed up in hot new   73 

clothes.  Katie and Erin even made huge poster signs.  They   83 

had never been more excited.  They got to the arena, and they  95 

screamed at the top of their lungs all night.  The girls  106 

Actually thought they would be able to hear them.  They sang  117 

all of their famous songs, and Katie and Erin knew every  128 

word.  The concert lasted over three hours, but they  137 

enjoyed every minute of it.  142 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 10 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

For a week now, the weather has been turning colder.  I   11 

stay glued to the television set.  I sit watching television,   21 

but I am not enjoying the newest show or cartoon.  I am   33 

watching the news.  I wait in anticipation for the   42 

weatherman.  My one desire this winter is for snow.  It   52 

seems that all the other places are getting snow but my   63 

hometown.  I live in the south and have never seen snow.  I  75 

have heard stories about snow, but I want to experience it   86 

myself.  I want to feel how its icy chill can numb my   98 

fingers.  I long to see all the buildings blanketed in  108 

white.  I sit waiting as the weatherman comes on.  Perhaps  118 

the weatherman will state that there is snow in the  128 

forecast for tonight.  Sometimes, I run to the front window  138 

and check to see if the first flake has fallen.  I will be  151 

so happy when the snow begins to fall.  159 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 11 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Have you ever been sleepy and started to drift away and   11 

daydream?  Ashley does it all the time, and when she does   22 

she can describe some interesting things.  One time, Ashley   31 

was a creepy snake that lived in a deep hole.  She came out   44 

only at night to scare the kids who were playing hide and   56 

seek.  Another time, Ashley went on a plane ride across the   67 

Pacific Ocean, and at the end she landed in the mysterious   78 

forest.  She had an incredible time.  One time, Ashley had to   89 

baby-sit for twenty-four children.  It was the hardest job   99 

she ever had.  Once Ashley was speeding down the street,  109 

and she stopped at a red light.  At that moment, thousands  120 

of monkeys jumped into her car.  Ashley has an incredible  130 

imagination, and I'm sure you do too.  It's fun to wonder  141 

about what else we could be.  We can be anything in real  153 

life or in our imagination.  158 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 12 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Yesterday while sitting in class, Tara found a note    9 

under her desk.  She did not know where the note came from.   21 

The paper it was written on was very, very old.  It began   33 

to crumble in Tara's hands.  When her teacher finished his   43 

social studies lesson on Europe, Tara gave him the note.  He   54 

opened the note and saw that it contained a map.  He asked   66 

Tara to stay after class and try to help him figure out   78 

what it was a map of.  They spent the next hour studying   90 

the map.  They researched and found out that it was a map  102 

from long ago.  It described a town that existed on the  113 

same spot that their town now exists.  Tara and her teacher  124 

called the newspaper, so they could have the map and what they  136 

discovered published on the front page the next day.  145 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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▪GREEN SQUARE READING ROOM ▪
LESSON TESTS FOR 
STUDENT’S USE

The same copy of this section 
(pages 17-28) can be reused across students.
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 1 Test 

A long time back, I met a little girl whose home was  

deep in the forest.  The little girl loved living in the  

forest among the animals.  Yet, she was also a lonely  

little girl, because she thought that she did not have a  

family.  I met her when she ran through the woods and  

picked wild flowers.  When I saw her, I could not believe my  

eyes.  She looked exactly like the little sister that had  

wandered from my home years ago.  I felt that I had  

discovered my long lost sister.  The girl and I sat talking  

for hours about her life.  At the end of the day, I told her  

what I believed to be true.  She said that she felt that I  

was familiar also.  I asked her if she wanted to return to  

her home and family, and she said yes.  That day the little  

girl and I found a missing piece of our family.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 2 Test 

Matt knows for a fact that homework is not fun.  He must  

sit in the kitchen and finish all of his homework before  

he can go out and play.  Today he has to practice sums and  

differences.  Why couldn't his teacher just say practice  

adding and subtracting?  Why use big words?  His mom says  

that if he does well in school, he will succeed in life.  He  

believes that she is right.  He has big dreams about his  

life.  He is filled with ideas about what he wants to be.  

Perhaps he will be a builder and build a new house for his  

mom.  He knows he is smart, and smart people work before  

play, so that is the reason he must get back to work.  Boy,  

it is hard for him to finish his homework when the outside  

world looks like such fun.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 3 Test 

I am a fifth grader at St. Mary's Academy.  My name is  

Max.  I am in Mrs. Brown's class.  She is very nice.  There  

are twenty members of the class, twelve girls and eight  

boys.  I like them all.  We have a lot of fun.  I learn about  

all sorts of neat things during the school day.  In writing  

class, we are learning how to make sentences with nouns  

and verbs.  I really like to write stories.  I once wrote a  

story about how I was stranded on an island in the ocean.  

I was scared.  An airplane saved me.  In science class, we  

are learning about how everyone is made of cells.  They are  

very tiny and you cannot see them.  We also made a machine 

that is full of balls of heat.  It is very hot.  We are able  

to heat the room.  In art class, I drew a picture of our  

machine.  I love school.  It is so much fun.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 4 Test 

I love to go visit the aquarium.  I love to stick my  

fingers in the surface of the water.  My favorite sea  

creature is the seal.  I like the way he makes noise and  

claps his hands together.  He plays with the beach ball too.  

I do not like the jellyfish.  I saw one that was red and  

white.  I am scared to go by the jellyfish because they  

might sting me.  They do not like to be dry because they  

probably will die.  The biggest is the Man of War.  My  

favorite thing to do in the aquarium is play in the sand  

box.  There is a helper that lets us hold all sorts of  

unique sea creatures.  I got to hold a turtle, a blue crab,  

a white coral, and a red lobster.  I want to go to the  

beach on vacation to see all these creatures up close.  I  

want to go back to the awesome aquarium.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 5 Test 

My favorite man in the whole world is my dad, Tim. He  

is the nicest man on the earth. He always helps me tie my  

shoes and do my chores. He takes me outside in the yard to  

ride my bike and climb trees. He even lets me have friends  

over to camp out in the backyard. We even have something  

in common. We both like rye bread, but no one else in our  

family does. We both put spaghetti sauce on it. After  

school he helps me with my homework. He is great in  

history and music. If I'm lucky, he lets me watch a little  

TV until my bedtime, which is nine thirty. At night he  

tucks me in bed and reads me a new story every night. My  

dad is the greatest guy in the world. I am glad he is my  

dad. My dad always makes me laugh.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 6 Test 

Each day I fly through the zoo, watching as the people  

pass by.  They stare, making strange sounds like "oh" and  

"wow."  Sometimes the smaller people cannot see  

everything, because their legs are too short.  The people  

do not watch me because I am a small size.  I quickly fly  

out of the way before they can see me.  If you asked the  

people why they do not watch me, they would say that I was  

not important enough to watch.  They see me as a common,  

everyday animal, not special like the jaguar.  I love  

living in the zoo.  Unlike those who are caged, I have my  

freedom.  I have freedom to explore and lay my eggs in safe  

places.  People are very messy creatures, dropping garbage  

everywhere, but their garbage shall be my dinner.  The best  

place in the world for a bird to live is the zoo.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 7 Test 

It was Career Day yesterday in Annie's class.  Many  

professionals came to her class to talk to the children.  

Doctors, lawyers, and dentists visited them.  They talked  

about their jobs in general.  Annie thought that their jobs  

sounded fun, but she still did not know what she wants to  

do when she grows up.  When she was little, she wanted to  

be an astronaut and go to the moon.  Another time, Annie  

wanted to be a movie star.  She thought all night about  

what it was that she wants to do when she grows up.  Late  

last night Annie finally decided that she is going to be  

the President of the United States.  Annie feels that she  

would make a great president.  She has a lot of good ideas  

that would help the government.  Annie wondered why her  

teacher did not invite the President to visit her class  

for Career Day.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 8 Test 

John was going to the park to play baseball.  On the way 

to the park, he walked passed a large grassy field.  In the  

middle of the field stood a round silver tower.  He became  

curious about what could be in the tower, so he decided to  

investigate.  However, John could not find a door.  He  

became frustrated and leaned against the wall of the  

tower.  Just then, the wall opened up and John fell into  

the building.  The inside of the building was like nothing  

John had ever seen in his life.  There were small circle  

shaped mirrors everywhere, and each mirror had a small  

button beside it.  John chose one mirror and pressed its  

button.  In the mirror John was shown an imaginary world  

where everyone had three feet.  He thought that the people  

looked silly walking around on three feet.  John spent the  

rest of the day exploring the tower.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 9 Test 

It was the most thrilling day of Erin's life.  She was  

finally able to go to a concert starring a pair of her  

favorite bands, Boys'r'Us and the All-Stars.  Her mom  

agreed to take Erin to the concert if she helped baby-sit  

her little brothers.  She earned thirty dollars.  It was  

finally the big day and Erin's friend, Katie, was going to  

go with her.  They both got dressed up in hot new  

clothes.  Katie and Erin even made huge poster signs.  They  

had never been more excited.  They got to the arena, and they 

screamed at the top of their lungs all night.  The girls  

Actually thought they would be able to hear them.  They sang  

all of their famous songs, and Katie and Erin knew every  

word.  The concert lasted over three hours, but they  

enjoyed every minute of it.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 10 Test 

For a week now, the weather has been turning colder.  I  

stay glued to the television set.  I sit watching television,  

but I am not enjoying the newest show or cartoon.  I am  

watching the news.  I wait in anticipation for the  

weatherman.  My one desire this winter is for snow.  It  

seems that all the other places are getting snow but my  

hometown.  I live in the south and have never seen snow.  I  

have heard stories about snow, but I want to experience it  

myself.  I want to feel how its icy chill can numb my  

fingers.  I long to see all the buildings blanketed in  

white.  I sit waiting as the weatherman comes on.  Perhaps  

the weatherman will state that there is snow in the  

forecast for tonight.  Sometimes, I run to the front window  

and check to see if the first flake has fallen.  I will be  

so happy when the snow begins to fall.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 11 Test 

Have you ever been sleepy and started to drift away and  

daydream?  Ashley does it all the time, and when she does  

she can describe some interesting things.  One time, Ashley  

was a creepy snake that lived in a deep hole.  She came out  

only at night to scare the kids who were playing hide and  

seek.  Another time, Ashley went on a plane ride across the  

Pacific Ocean, and at the end she landed in the mysterious  

forest.  She had an incredible time.  One time, Ashley had to  

baby-sit for twenty-four children.  It was the hardest job  

she ever had.  Once Ashley was speeding down the street,  

and she stopped at a red light.  At that moment, thousands  

of monkeys jumped into her car.  Ashley has an incredible  

imagination, and I'm sure you do too.  It's fun to wonder  

about what else we could be.  We can be anything in real  

life or in our imagination.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Green Square 
Lesson 12 Test 

Yesterday while sitting in class, Tara found a note  

under her desk.  She did not know where the note came from.  

The paper it was written on was very, very old.  It began  

to crumble in Tara's hands.  When her teacher finished his  

social studies lesson on Europe, Tara gave him the note.  He  

opened the note and saw that it contained a map.  He asked  

Tara to stay after class and try to help him figure out  

what it was a map of.  They spent the next hour studying  

the map.  They researched and found out that it was a map  

from long ago.  It described a town that existed on the  

same spot that their town now exists.  Tara and her teacher  

called the newspaper, so they could have the map and what they 

discovered published on the front page the next day.  
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▲ YELLOW TRIANGLE READING ROOM ▲

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION 
The Yellow Triangle reading room is designed for students who are at the 4th Grade reading level. Students should be 
assigned to the Yellow Triangle reading room if during Step 1: Reading Room Placement, Assessment 4 was the highest 
assessment level for which the accuracy criteria was met.  

Materials Needed for Room Completion 

1. A computer work station equipped with speakers (an audio headset is preferred).

2. A link to a Reading Center website.

3. Completion Checklist (page 2).  Have a separate copy for each student.

4. Lesson Tests for Teacher’s Use (pages 3-15).  Have a separate copy for each student.

5. Lesson Tests for Student’s Use (pages 17-28) optional. The same copy can be reused across
students.

6. A stopwatch or timer (set to 1 minute).
Procedures for Room Completion 

The Yellow Triangle reading room contains 12 lessons that progress in difficulty from Lessons 1 to 12. Each lesson 
consists of 3 parts (A, B, C) of equal difficulty.  Complete the Yellow Triangle room as follows: 

Always start with Lesson 1 and work sequentially through Lesson 12.

Always start with Part A of each lesson and work sequentially through Part C.

Each lesson can be completed in separate sessions, but the 3 parts of a lesson and its test should be completed in the 
same session as follows: 

Begin the Yellow Triangle reading program in the manner being used by your school.

Click on the name of the room from the Reading Center home page.

Select the Lesson/Part to complete.

Allow the student to work independently through the lesson.

After the student completes Part C of a lesson, conduct the lesson test in which the student reads the passage
aloud while you follow along on a separate copy and record the student’s performance.

Use the Lesson Tests below and follow the Curriculum-Based Measurement (CBM) procedures
provided on the teacher form (pages 3-15).

The student may read aloud from the computer or the Student’s Lesson Test (pages 17-28).

After the lesson test, complete the Completion Checklist (page 3) to determine the following:

If the student is ready to proceed to the next lesson in the room.

If the student must retry the lesson again.

- If the student completes the same lesson twice without progressing to the next lesson,
monitor the student while he/she completes the lesson a third time.

- If after the third try the student does not progress, talk to the person who provided you with
the intervention.

Next, follow instructions on Progress Monitoring Graph to graph Test Score.
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▲ YELLOW TRIANGLE READING ROOM ▲

COMPLETION CHECKLIST
Student: _______________________________________________ Date Started: _______________ 

Current Grade: (circle one) 1st  2nd  3rd  4th  5th Date Completed: ____________ 

PART 

A 
PART 

B 
PART 

C 
TEST 

SCORE 
LESSON PROGRESS 

Put a √ on the appropriate line. LESSONS 
Put a √ on line 
when finish A. 

Put a √ on line 
when finish B. 

Put a √ on line 
when finish C. 

Put the number of words 
read correctly in 1 minute. 

If Test Score is 
less than 100 words 

If Test Score is 
100 or more words, 

SAMPLE 1st try 
2nd try 

→
→

   √__    
   √__ 

   √__    
   √__ 

   √__    
   √__ 

_96_ 
_102_ 

√ _ retry this lesson
     ____ retry this lesson 

     ____ go to next lesson 
√ _ go to next lesson

1 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 2 
     ____ go to lesson 2 
     ____ go to lesson 2 

2 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 3 
     ____ go to lesson 3 
     ____ go to lesson 3 

3 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 4 
     ____ go to lesson 4 
     ____ go to lesson 4 

4 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 5 
     ____ go to lesson 5 
     ____ go to lesson 5 

5 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 6 
     ____ go to lesson 6 
     ____ go to lesson 6 

6 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 7 
     ____ go to lesson 7 
     ____ go to lesson 7 

7 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 8 
     ____ go to lesson 8 
     ____ go to lesson 8 

8 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 9 
     ____ go to lesson 9 
     ____ go to lesson 9 

9 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 10 
     ____ go to lesson 10 
     ____ go to lesson 10 

10 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 11 
     ____ go to lesson 11 
     ____ go to lesson 11 

11 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 12 
     ____ go to lesson 12 
     ____ go to lesson 12 

12 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ lesson complete! 
     ____ lesson complete! 
     ____ lesson complete! 

*NOTE: If the student completes the same lesson twice without progressing to the next lesson, monitor the student while he/she
completes the lesson a third time. If the student does not progress after the third try, talk to the person who gave you the intervention.
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▲ YELLOW TRIANGLE READING ROOM ▲

PROGRESS MONITORING GRAPH
Student: _____________________________ Teacher: ____________________________ 

Current Grade: (circle one)  1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th           Year: _______ 

Instructions: 

For each Session across, follow the vertical column up to the horizontal line closest the score achieved in that
session (from “Test Score” column on Completion Form).

Put an X between the lines to mark the point of that session’s score.

Connect the X’s across in red ink to show the line of progress across sessions.

160 

150 
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130 
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110 

100 

90 
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70 
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g 
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0 

Date EX. __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__ __/__

Level 1 

Session Dates and Levels 
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▲ YELLOW TRIANGLE READING ROOM ▲

LESSON TESTS FOR 
TEACHER’S USE

Make a separate copy of this section 
(pages 4-15) for each student to be assessed. 
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 1 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

For school I had to write a report about the President 11 

of the United States.  I wrote about the laws that he is  23 

passing to help our nation.  While studying the President,  32 

I became very interested in his job.  I began to wonder  43 

about being President when I grow up.  I think that I am  55 

quite capable and would make a good president.  I like to  66 

speak in public, and I care about what happens to other  77 

people.  I would be the first female president.  Our country  87 

has never had a female president, and I feel that it is  99 

time.  I think that a girl can do anything a boy can do,  112 

including being President of the Untied States.  If I were  122 

President, I wonder if my husband would be called the  132 

First Man.  At the end of my report on the President, I  144 

wrote that someday I hope to continue the American  153 

tradition of democracy and become President of our great nation. 163 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 2 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

It was a cloudy humid day in the summer month of July.  12 

My uncle was going fishing with a group of his co-workers.  23 

They went to a place that was located in the ocean off the  36 

coast of the Gulf of Mexico.  The men split up into ten  48 

teams and tried to catch a giant fish.  They competed  58 

against their whole entire company to see who can catch  68 

the largest fish.  It was a five-day event, and after each  79 

day the fish that were caught were placed on a scale to  91 

calculate their weight.  They could catch all sorts of  100 

fish, such as bass, salmon, and redfish.  At the end of the  112 

trip, the team with the biggest and fattest fish wins.  My  123 

uncle's team lost this year, but they caught a fish that  134 

weighed twenty pounds.  That weight is the same as my cat,  145 

Spot.  They must have been hard at work and had a lot of  158 

fun doing it.  161 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 3 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Joey believes that he is a winner.  He plays every   10 
possible sport, trying to be a hero.  He plays soccer and   21 
tries to make the winning goal in every game.  He plays   32 
basketball hoping to make the final three-point shot that   42 
will bring his team to victory.  He plays baseball   51 
attempting to make a grand slam homerun that will bring   61 
the crowd to its feet with excited cheers.  Because he   71 
wants to break the record in the hundred-yard dash Joey runs   82 
track.  Joey is even joining the rowing team and hoping to win   94 
a medal for his school.  Joey works extremely hard at all  105 
of his sports, and he is getting better at mastering the  116 
increasingly difficult moves.  Although Joey always  122 
practices and plays very hard, he does not ever win.  133 
In all of his efforts, Joey has forgotten the most  143 
important key to success.  He forgets to have fun, and fun  154 
is the name of any game.  160 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 4 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

My grandma has always been fascinated with gardening,  8 

and she loved to do it with her child, Grace.  When Grandma  20 

was young she loved being outside in the yard, and she  31 

would dig a hole in the soil and stick her feet in it.  She  45 

also loved to plant seeds that would produce gorgeous  54 

flowers such as daisies, but Grandma's absolute favorites  62 

were roses.  One time, a rose grew to be over six feet tall.  75 

One day, Grandma wanted to build a fruit and vegetable box  86 

to plant seeds in.  Grandma allowed her daughter, Grace, to  96 

help carefully plant peaches, carrots, watermelons, and  103 

cucumbers.  Grandma went out everyday to water and look  112 

over the area for her new fruit plants.  After six weeks,  123 

Grandma saw a result.  A dozen little yellow peaches  132 

started to climb up the wire.  Grandma loved to garden,  142 

and she hoped to have ten gardens one day.  151 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 5 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Tyrone loved music, especially the dynamic sound of    8 
rhythm and blues music.  With his incredible imagination,   16 
Tyrone and his brother, Michael, would pretend that they   25 
were famous rhythm and blues musicians.  They used   33 
broomsticks as microphones and sang along with the   41 
television.  They would pretend that they were performing   49 
on a stage for a stadium filled with thousands of people.   60 
While Tyrone used his baseball bat as a guitar, Michael   70 
used large pots and pans as drums.  Michael wanted some real   81 
drums for his birthday.  When Michael reached the age of   91 
twelve, he had a gigantic birthday party with all of his  102 
friends.  When he opened the present from Tyrone and his  112 
parents, he shouted out with surprise when he saw a drum  123 
set with a sketch on it.  It was a fire truck.  It was  136 
exactly like a famous musician’s drum set.  Elated, Michael  145 
started to play his new drum set and named it Speedy Engine 157 
Then, he jumped up, smiled, and gave his friends and family 168 
a live concert. 171 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 6 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

I am Police Officer Daniel Metal.  I am a member of the   12 
police department in the hills and valleys of east   21 
Louisiana.  We have received a report about a man who was   32 
in a major jam.  He had been held captive, and numerous   43 
items from his home were stolen such as jewelry,   52 
furniture, and other valuables.  It was up to me to solve   63 
this crime.  I have been on the job for seven years, and I  76 
have not seen anything like this.  When I arrived at the scene   88 
of the crime, I looked throughout the house for any hard   99 
evidence.  When I began to investigate, I found a  108 
fingerprint in some dust.  It led me to Bobby Nogood.  He  119 
must have not used gloves when committing this crime.  We  129 
paid a visit to his home and found all the missing  140 
possessions.  He was then arrested.  Another case solved by  149 
Officer Daniel Metal.  152 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 7 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

You won't believe what occurred in science class this  9 
afternoon!  You know how we have been studying amphibians?   18 
We were supposed to dissect a toad today, but it didn't  29 
happen.  All the excitement began after lunch.  We had just  39 
received our instrument kits from Mrs. Walker, and she was  49 
explaining the proper method for using a scalpel when  58 
everything started.  We all jumped when we heard a  67 
tremendous crash.  We turned around to see that someone had  77 
pushed the terrarium full of toads to the floor.  The girls  88 
were simply horrified, and the boys were laughing  96 
hysterically.  There were escaping toads everywhere.  When  103 
everything settled down, Mrs. Walker gave us an alternate  112 
assignment.  We had to copy notes off of the overhead  122 
projector while she caught the toads.  The assignment was  131 
boring, but it was sure worth it to see all those toads  143 
hopping around the classroom.  What's that, Mom?  You think  152 
I'm the one who freed the toads?  Well guess what?  I'll  163 
never tell.  165 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 8 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

My family and I take a vacation every summer.  We   10 
decided to travel across the United States this year.  We   20 
declared our trip the "Williamson's cross-country   26 
exploration adventure" and wrote it in shoe polish on the   36 
rear of our sports utility vehicle.  We were driving   45 
through the plains when the engine of our car died.  It   56 
just made a whoosh sound and quit.  Dad glanced at the   67 
dashboard to see if we needed gas.  We had not run out of   80 
gas, but Dad couldn't get the car started again.  We needed   91 
a mechanic, but in the middle of nowhere there was not a  103 
mechanic to be found.  As a result, we were really stuck.  114 
Dad walked down the road trying to get a signal on his  126 
cellular phone.   When he finally got through, he called a  136 
tow truck.  We were dropped off in a village that had to be  149 
at least a century old.  We ended up spending our vacation  160 
in that village.  163 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 9 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

I have always wanted to take part in the science  10 
experiment of the century.  My science teacher, Mr.  18 
Campbell, lets all of his daring students have a chance at  29 
performing a cool experiment.  There are numerous factors  37 
and laws that must be followed in an experiment.  All  47 
the rules must be followed correctly, right down to the  57 
bottom line.  To keep from having a catastrophe, all human  67 
skin must be covered from head to toe.  No one is allowed  79 
to touch the ingredients with bare hands.  I conducted an  89 
experiment that involved a rubber ball and a strong gas.  We  99 
had to read all the directions carefully to prevent an  109 
explosion.  We combined the gas and the ball.  The clear  119 
beaker turned into orange liquid, which was highly toxic.  128 
I hope to one day be a scientist and assist students in  140 
learning about science.  Scientists have a difficult job.  I  149 
really admire them.  152 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 10 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

I have always wanted to drive to the opposite coast.   10 

So, I decided to take the drive to the lights and scenery   22 

of Hollywood.  California is the place where you can become   32 

a giant star.  I was a stressed actress from the city of   44 

Harper, Ohio with dreams to make a name for myself.  I took   56 

the trip to the gorgeous plains to pursue my dream of   67 

being an actress in a television series.  I would love to   78 

be able to dress in expensive clothes and not even worry   89 

about the cost.  I want to experience the thrill of being  100 

an actress and the exposure you get from a box-office  110 

movie.  I do not, however, want to hear negative remarks  120 

about me.  Maybe when I am older and wise enough to choose 132 

a path for my life, I will.  For now I am happy just being myself.  147 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 11 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Gabrielle wondered whether she would ever get the  8 
unbelievable opportunity to experience the intense  14 
adrenaline rush of visiting another galaxy.  Gabrielle was  22 
only twelve, but it was her goal in life to become an  34 
astronaut and explore space.  Gabrielle pleaded, and her  42 
parents sent her away to space camp.  Her parents  51 
hesitated, but agreed to Gabrielle's wish.  She was off to  61 
endure an opportunity of a lifetime.  Gabrielle roomed with  70 
a girl named Amber.  They both shared a mutual enthusiasm  80 
about the thrill of traveling to a mysterious galaxy.  As  90 
one of the exercises the girls had to pretend they were  101 
located inside the Black Hole.  Gabrielle's favorite  108 
category was when they showed the model of the Black Hole.  119 
It was the most incredible experience of her life.  After  129 
returning home from a life altering experience, Gabrielle  137 
could not express how amazing space camp was.  145 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 12 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

One chaotic day in school, Amelia and Madeline were in   10 
the cafeteria trying to relax.  Finally fourth period had   19 
come to completion and it was time to enjoy a   29 
semi-nutritious snack.  While at the table, Amelia started   37 
to tell a hysterical joke that had everyone clutching   46 
their stomachs.  Madeline had just taken a sip of her milk.   57 
She snorted so hard, milk sprayed out of her nose.  Someone   68 
in the cafeteria nicknamed her "Milk Snorter."  Madeline's   76 
skin turned a vivid shade of red.  She was extremely   86 
embarrassed and in disbelief that such an incident had   95 
occurred.  She hastened down the hall to the bathroom with  105 
her eyes burning from trying not to sob.  On the way to the  118 
bathroom, she noticed a bulletin board.  Posted on the board  128 
was an announcement about a writing competition.  Madeline  136 
decided to write about her experience with the milk.  She  146 
entered her story and won.  Out of this embarrassing moment,  156 
Madeline triumphed and created an unbelievable story.  163 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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▲ YELLOW TRIANGLE READING ROOM ▲

LESSON TESTS FOR 
STUDENT’S USE

The same copy of this section 
(pages 17-28) can be reused across students.
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 1 Test 

For school I had to write a report about the President 

of the United States.  I wrote about the laws that he is  

passing to help our nation.  While studying the President,  

I became very interested in his job.  I began to wonder  

about being President when I grow up.  I think that I am  

quite capable and would make a good president.  I like to  

speak in public, and I care about what happens to other  

people.  I would be the first female president.  Our country  

has never had a female president, and I feel that it is  

time.  I think that a girl can do anything a boy can do,  

including being President of the Untied States.  If I were  

President, I wonder if my husband would be called the  

First Man.  At the end of my report on the President, I  

wrote that someday I hope to continue the American  

tradition of democracy and become President of our great nation.
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 2 Test 

It was a cloudy humid day in the summer month of July.  

My uncle was going fishing with a group of his co-workers.  

They went to a place that was located in the ocean off the  

coast of the Gulf of Mexico.  The men split up into ten  

teams and tried to catch a giant fish.  They competed  

against their whole entire company to see who can catch  

the largest fish.  It was a five-day event, and after each  

day the fish that were caught were placed on a scale to  

calculate their weight.  They could catch all sorts of  

fish, such as bass, salmon, and redfish.  At the end of the  

trip, the team with the biggest and fattest fish wins.  My  

uncle's team lost this year, but they caught a fish that  

weighed twenty pounds.  That weight is the same as my cat,  

Spot.  They must have been hard at work and had a lot of  

fun doing it.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 3 Test 

Joey believes that he is a winner.  He plays every  

possible sport, trying to be a hero.  He plays soccer and  

tries to make the winning goal in every game.  He plays  

basketball hoping to make the final three-point shot that  

will bring his team to victory.  He plays baseball  

attempting to make a grand slam homerun that will bring  

the crowd to its feet with excited cheers.  Because he  

wants to break the record in the hundred-yard dash Joey runs 

track.  Joey is even joining the rowing team and hoping to win 

a medal for his school.  Joey works extremely hard at all  

of his sports, and he is getting better at mastering the  

increasingly difficult moves.  Although Joey always  

practices and plays very hard, he does not ever win.  

In all of his efforts, Joey has forgotten the most  

important key to success.  He forgets to have fun, and fun  

is the name of any game.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 4 Test 

My grandma has always been fascinated with gardening,  

and she loved to do it with her child, Grace.  When Grandma  

was young she loved being outside in the yard, and she  

would dig a hole in the soil and stick her feet in it.  She  

also loved to plant seeds that would produce gorgeous  

flowers such as daisies, but Grandma's absolute favorites  

were roses.  One time, a rose grew to be over six feet tall.  

One day, Grandma wanted to build a fruit and vegetable box  

to plant seeds in.  Grandma allowed her daughter, Grace, to  

help carefully plant peaches, carrots, watermelons, and  

cucumbers.  Grandma went out everyday to water and look  

over the area for her new fruit plants.  After six weeks,  

Grandma saw a result.  A dozen little yellow peaches  

started to climb up the wire.  Grandma loved to garden,  

and she hoped to have ten gardens one day.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 5 Test 

Tyrone loved music, especially the dynamic sound of  

rhythm and blues music.  With his incredible imagination,  

Tyrone and his brother, Michael, would pretend that they  

were famous rhythm and blues musicians.  They used  

broomsticks as microphones and sang along with the  

television.  They would pretend that they were performing  

on a stage for a stadium filled with thousands of people.  

While Tyrone used his baseball bat as a guitar, Michael  

used large pots and pans as drums.  Michael wanted some real  

drums for his birthday.  When Michael reached the age of  

twelve, he had a gigantic birthday party with all of his  

friends.  When he opened the present from Tyrone and his  

parents, he shouted out with surprise when he saw a drum  

set with a sketch on it.  It was a fire truck.  It was  

exactly like a famous musician’s drum set.  Elated, Michael  

started to play his new drum set and named it Speedy Engine 

Then, he jumped up, smiled, and gave his friends and family 

a live concert. 
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 6 Test 

I am Police Officer Daniel Metal.  I am a member of the  

police department in the hills and valleys of east  

Louisiana.  We have received a report about a man who was  

in a major jam.  He had been held captive, and numerous  

items from his home were stolen such as jewelry,  

furniture, and other valuables.  It was up to me to solve  

this crime.  I have been on the job for seven years, and I 

have not seen anything like this.  When I arrived at the scene  

of the crime, I looked throughout the house for any hard  

evidence.  When I began to investigate, I found a  

fingerprint in some dust.  It led me to Bobby Nogood.  He  

must have not used gloves when committing this crime.  We  

paid a visit to his home and found all the missing  

possessions.  He was then arrested.  Another case solved by  

Officer Daniel Metal.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 7 Test 

You won't believe what occurred in science class this  

afternoon!  You know how we have been studying amphibians?   

We were supposed to dissect a toad today, but it didn't  

happen.  All the excitement began after lunch.  We had just  

received our instrument kits from Mrs. Walker, and she was  

explaining the proper method for using a scalpel when  

everything started.  We all jumped when we heard a  

tremendous crash.  We turned around to see that someone had  

pushed the terrarium full of toads to the floor.  The girls  

were simply horrified, and the boys were laughing  

hysterically.  There were escaping toads everywhere.  When  

everything settled down, Mrs. Walker gave us an alternate  

assignment.  We had to copy notes off of the overhead  

projector while she caught the toads.  The assignment was  

boring, but it was sure worth it to see all those toads  

hopping around the classroom.  What's that, Mom?  You think  

I'm the one who freed the toads?  Well guess what?  I'll  

never tell.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 8 Test 

My family and I take a vacation every summer.  We  

decided to travel across the United States this year.  We  

declared our trip the "Williamson's cross-country  

exploration adventure" and wrote it in shoe polish on the  

rear of our sports utility vehicle.  We were driving  

through the plains when the engine of our car died.  It  

just made a whoosh sound and quit.  Dad glanced at the  

dashboard to see if we needed gas.  We had not run out of  

gas, but Dad couldn't get the car started again.  We needed  

a mechanic, but in the middle of nowhere there was not a  

mechanic to be found.  As a result, we were really stuck.  

Dad walked down the road trying to get a signal on his  

cellular phone.   When he finally got through, he called a  

tow truck.  We were dropped off in a village that had to be  

at least a century old.  We ended up spending our vacation  

in that village.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 9 Test 

I have always wanted to take part in the science  

experiment of the century.  My science teacher, Mr.  

Campbell, lets all of his daring students have a chance at  

performing a cool experiment.  There are numerous factors  

and laws that must be followed in an experiment.  All  

the rules must be followed correctly, right down to the  

bottom line.  To keep from having a catastrophe, all human  

skin must be covered from head to toe.  No one is allowed  

to touch the ingredients with bare hands.  I conducted an  

experiment that involved a rubber ball and a strong gas.  We  

had to read all the directions carefully to prevent an  

explosion.  We combined the gas and the ball.  The clear  

beaker turned into orange liquid, which was highly toxic.  

I hope to one day be a scientist and assist students in  

learning about science.  Scientists have a difficult job.  I  

really admire them.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 10 Test 

I have always wanted to drive to the opposite coast.  

So, I decided to take the drive to the lights and scenery  

of Hollywood.  California is the place where you can become  

a giant star.  I was a stressed actress from the city of  

Harper, Ohio with dreams to make a name for myself.  I took  

the trip to the gorgeous plains to pursue my dream of  

being an actress in a television series.  I would love to  

be able to dress in expensive clothes and not even worry  

about the cost.  I want to experience the thrill of being  

an actress and the exposure you get from a box-office  

movie.  I do not, however, want to hear negative remarks  

about me.  Maybe when I am older and wise enough to choose 

a path for my life, I will.  For now I am happy just being myself.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 11 Test 

Gabrielle wondered whether she would ever get the  

unbelievable opportunity to experience the intense  

adrenaline rush of visiting another galaxy.  Gabrielle was  

only twelve, but it was her goal in life to become an  

astronaut and explore space.  Gabrielle pleaded, and her  

parents sent her away to space camp.  Her parents  

hesitated, but agreed to Gabrielle's wish.  She was off to  

endure an opportunity of a lifetime.  Gabrielle roomed with  

a girl named Amber.  They both shared a mutual enthusiasm  

about the thrill of traveling to a mysterious galaxy.  As  

one of the exercises the girls had to pretend they were  

located inside the Black Hole.  Gabrielle's favorite  

category was when they showed the model of the Black Hole.  

It was the most incredible experience of her life.  After  

returning home from a life altering experience, Gabrielle  

could not express how amazing space camp was.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Yellow Triangle 
Lesson 12 Test 

One chaotic day in school, Amelia and Madeline were in  

the cafeteria trying to relax.  Finally fourth period had  

come to completion and it was time to enjoy a  

semi-nutritious snack.  While at the table, Amelia started  

to tell a hysterical joke that had everyone clutching  

their stomachs.  Madeline had just taken a sip of her milk.  

She snorted so hard, milk sprayed out of her nose.  Someone  

in the cafeteria nicknamed her "Milk Snorter."  Madeline's  

skin turned a vivid shade of red.  She was extremely  

embarrassed and in disbelief that such an incident had  

occurred.  She hastened down the hall to the bathroom with  

her eyes burning from trying not to sob.  On the way to the  

bathroom, she noticed a bulletin board.  Posted on the board  

was an announcement about a writing competition.  Madeline  

decided to write about her experience with the milk.  She  

entered her story and won.  Out of this embarrassing moment,  

Madeline triumphed and created an unbelievable story.  
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♦ PURPLE DIAMOND READING ROOM ♦

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION 
The Purple Diamond reading room is designed for students who are at the 5th Grade reading level. Students should be 
assigned to the Purple Diamond reading room if during Step 1: Reading Room Placement, Assessment 5 was the highest 
assessment level for which the accuracy criteria was met.  

Materials Needed for Room Completion 

1. A computer work station equipped with speakers (an audio headset is preferred).

2. A link to a Reading Center website.

3. Completion Checklist (page 2).  Have a separate copy for each student.

4. Lesson Tests for Teacher’s Use (pages 3-15).  Have a separate copy for each student.

5. Lesson Tests for Student’s Use (pages 17-28) optional. The same copy can be reused across
students.

6. A stopwatch or timer (set to 1 minute).
Procedures for Room Completion 

The Purple Diamond reading room contains 12 lessons that progress in difficulty from Lessons 1 to 12. Each lesson 
consists of 3 parts (A, B, C) of equal difficulty.  Complete the Purple Diamond room as follows: 

Always start with Lesson 1 and work sequentially through Lesson 12.

Always start with Part A of each lesson and work sequentially through Part C.

Each lesson can be completed in separate sessions, but the 3 parts of a lesson and its test should be completed in the 
same session as follows: 

Begin the Purple Diamond reading program in the manner being used by your school.

Click on the name of the room from the Reading Center home page.

Select the Lesson/Part to complete.

Allow the student to work independently through the lesson.

After the student completes Part C of a lesson, conduct the lesson test in which the student reads the passage
aloud while you follow along on a separate copy and record the student’s performance.

Use the Lesson Tests below and follow the Curriculum-Based Measurement (CBM) procedures
provided on the teacher form (pages 3-15).

The student may read aloud from the computer or the Student’s Lesson Test (pages 17-28).

After the lesson test, complete the Completion Checklist (page 3) to determine the following:
If the student is ready to proceed to the next lesson in the room.
If the student must retry the lesson again.

- If the student completes the same lesson twice without progressing to the next lesson,
monitor the student while he/she completes the lesson a third time.

- If after the third try the student does not progress, talk to the person who provided you with
the intervention.

Next, follow instructions on Progress Monitoring Graph to graph Test Score.
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♦ PURPLE DIAMOND READING ROOM ♦

COMPLETION CHECKLIST
Student: _______________________________________________ Date Started: _______________ 

Current Grade: (circle one) 1st  2nd  3rd  4th  5th Date Completed: ____________ 

PART 

A 
PART 

B 
PART 

C 
TEST 

SCORE 
LESSON PROGRESS 

Put a √ on the appropriate line. LESSONS 
Put a √ on line 
when finish A. 

Put a √ on line 
when finish B. 

Put a √ on line 
when finish C. 

Put the number of words 
read correctly in 1 minute. 

If Test Score is 
less than 100 words 

If Test Score is 
100 or more words, 

SAMPLE 1st try 
2nd try 

→
→

   √__    
   √__ 

   √__    
   √__ 

   √__    
   √__ 

_96_ 
_102_ 

√ _ retry this lesson
     ____ retry this lesson 

     ____ go to next lesson 
√ _ go to next lesson

1 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 2 
     ____ go to lesson 2 
     ____ go to lesson 2 

2 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 3 
     ____ go to lesson 3 
     ____ go to lesson 3 

3 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 4 
     ____ go to lesson 4 
     ____ go to lesson 4 

4 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 5 
     ____ go to lesson 5 
     ____ go to lesson 5 

5 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 6 
     ____ go to lesson 6 
     ____ go to lesson 6 

6 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 7 
     ____ go to lesson 7 
     ____ go to lesson 7 

7 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 8 
     ____ go to lesson 8 
     ____ go to lesson 8 

8 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 9 
     ____ go to lesson 9 
     ____ go to lesson 9 

9 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 10 
     ____ go to lesson 10 
     ____ go to lesson 10 

10 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 11 
     ____ go to lesson 11 
     ____ go to lesson 11 

11 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ go to lesson 12 
     ____ go to lesson 12 
     ____ go to lesson 12 

12 
1st try 
2nd try 
3rd try 

→
→
→ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

_____ 
_____ 
_____ 

     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ retry this lesson 
     ____ see note below* 

     ____ lesson complete! 
     ____ lesson complete! 
     ____ lesson complete! 

*NOTE: If the student completes the same lesson twice without progressing to the next lesson, monitor the student while he/she
completes the lesson a third time. If the student does not progress after the third try, talk to the person who gave you the intervention.
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♦ PURPLE DIAMOND READING ROOM ♦

PROGRESS MONITORING GRAPH
Student: _____________________________ Teacher: ____________________________ 

Current Grade: (circle one)  1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th           Year: _______ 

Instructions: 

For each Session across, follow the vertical column up to the horizontal line closest the score achieved in that
session (from “Test Score” column on Completion Form).

Put an X between the lines to mark the point of that session’s score.

Connect the X’s across in red ink to show the line of progress across sessions.
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♦ PURPLE DIAMOND READING ROOM ♦

LESSON TESTS FOR 
TEACHER’S USE

Make a separate copy of this section 
(pages 4-15) for each student to be assessed. 
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 1 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Melissa wants to learn how to bake a delicious treat.   10 

Her dad is an awesome cook, and Melissa wants to learn his   22 

tricks.  Melissa asked her dad if he would teach her how to   34 

bake.  Her dad asked what she wanted to learn to bake.   45 

Melissa answered, seven peach cobblers.  Melissa's dad said   53 

that was a wonderful idea.  The first thing they did was go   65 

to the store.  They needed to purchase peaches and sugar   75 

because they were out.  When they got home, they kneaded   85 

the crust.  Then, they mixed all the ingredients together   94 

for the peach filling in a huge bowl.  Then, Melissa spread  105 

the filling in the crust.  They covered the filling with  115 

several crust strips.  The pie was absolutely delicious,  123 

and Melissa was so happy that she had learned how to cook  135 

like her dad.  It was a lot of fun.  144 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 2 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Farmer John had a great planting season on his farm.  He  11 

was pleased with his fruitful crops.  Early on in the year,  22 

the rain began to settle the soil.  The soil was  32 

exceptionally moist and had a great effect on the crops.  42 

The track of plants covered the earth.  The rains helped  52 

the crops grow into huge plants.  A few months after the  63 

crops were planted, the planes sprayed for bugs.  Bugs  72 

swarming all over the field was no longer a problem.  He  83 

was able to produce the best crop around.  He was able to  95 

sell the crop for a great price.  He took the money home  107 

and paid bills.  He even had money left over to treat  118 

himself for a job well done.  Farmer John was extremely  128 

happy with his work.  He has a feeling that next year will  140 

be even better.  143 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 3 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

All year long, Dan was a diligent bus boy at his mom's   12 

restaurant.  Dan worked tremendously hard everyday.  She put   20 

Dan in charge of helping out all of the other workers.  Dan   32 

cleans loads of dishes.  Dan runs errands for his mom and   43 

her staff.  You may wonder why Dan spent tons of time   54 

working this year.  Well, here are the details.  Dan worked   64 

all year to earn enough money to buy a swimming pool.  Dan   76 

loves to swim.  His mom gave him a fair chance to earn the   89 

money.  Dan wants to join the swim team at school next  100 

year.  The new pool will help him practice.  It turns out that 112 

Dan earned enough money for the pool.  His parents were  122 

extremely proud, so they let him keep his hard earned money  133 

and bought the pool for him. Dan was excited.  142 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 4 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Sam's mother, Pam, is a cool truck driver.  She drives a   11 

huge truck in the evenings.  One winter, Sam rode with his   22 

mom on a job going to the western states.  They were   33 

pulling seven tractors to a farm.  When they arrived at the farm,   45 

Sam became really eager.  He had never been on a real farm   57 

with a barn before.  After the tractors were loaded into   67 

the truck, Sam and his mom drove to a farm in Texas.  At  80 

first, Sam was told to stay away from the tractors.  After a while, Sam was   95 

allowed to sit in the driver's seat of a tractor.  Sam and  107 

his mom dropped the tractors at Funny Farm.  Sam was  117 

disappointed that he never got to ride on a moving  127 

tractor.  Just then, Farmer Brown asked Sam to take a ride  138 

to the barn.  Sam was so excited.  He had a lot of fun.  151 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 5 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

I am going to be rich one day.  I will get rich by   13 

opening a chain of hat shops.  I will make specialized hats   24 

for all my customers.  Whatever type of hat they want, I   35 

will either have it in stock ,or I will have it made.  I   48 

will even do special order hats for people with giant   58 

heads or floppy ears.  My company will provide everyone   67 

with a beautiful hat that is also useful.  My hats will   78 

protect people from the sun, so that they do not get   89 

sunburn.  If my hats are very popular, I am going to open up  102 

hat factories.  Then people can purchase my hats worldwide.  111 

I will then send money home to my parents.  This way, they  123 

can be happy and relaxed when they are old.  I hope that  135 

some day everyone will be wearing my hats, even you.  145 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 6 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Nick was on a large red surfboard when a huge wave hit.   12 

Nick flew right off of the board.  He hit a rough rock and   25 

broke his foot.  It was really scary.  Nick's brother rushed   35 

him to the hospital, so they could put a cast on Nick's foot.   48 

Nick broke his foot in two places.  Nick had to stay flat   60 

on his back in bed for two weeks.  Nick was very bored.  All   73 

he wanted to do was be out surfing the waves.  Nick fell   85 

asleep and had a dream.  Nick dreamed about a cool surfer.   96 

He rode the waves like his board had wings.  He tried every  108 

move in the book.  He did not miss one.  Nick wanted to  120 

compete like the surfer.  Nick couldn't wait to get the  130 

cast off of his foot.  He wanted to be the next famous surfer. 143 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 7 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

There was a huge clubhouse in a gigantic tree in  10 

Randy's backyard.  It was his favorite place in the whole  20 

world.  He loved to play with his friends and have camp  31 

outs.  His sister was not allowed in the clubhouse.  There  41 

was a sign and a strict rule that said no girls allowed.  53 

During the winter, Randy did not visit his clubhouse much.  63 

It was too cold and windy.  One day, his mom suggested that  75 

they build a cabin for Randy's sister, Meg.  Randy thought  85 

that it was an awesome idea.  Now she would not annoy him.  97 

Randy was all grown up when his parents decided it was  108 

time to sell the house.  Randy was extremely upset.  He  118 

quickly purchased the house from his parents.  Randy and  127 

his new family now own the house.  Randy's daughter loved  137 

the cabin.  His son loved the clubhouse.  They both had tons  148 

of fun.  Randy enjoyed the memories.  154 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 8 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

I have a cousin who is nothing like me.  We are totally   12 

opposite.  She enjoys running track at school, while I'd   21 

rather be on the swim team.  Her favorite vegetable is corn,   32 

but my favorite are lima beans.  In the evening, she likes   43 

to sit outside on the front porch swing and photograph the   54 

sunset.  I would rather be inside watching television than   63 

getting eaten alive by bugs.  Every Sunday, we go to church   74 

together.  She sings extremely loud, while I sing extremely   83 

low.  The truth of the matter is that neither of us can   95 

actually sing.  But the greatest thing about my cousin is  105 

that she is my best friend.  Even though we do not like the  118 

same things, we have a great time when we are together.  129 

People tell us that our disagreeing on everything will  138 

cause problems between us.  They are totally wrong.  I love  148 

my cousin and she loves me, and it will remain that way forever. 161 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 9 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Everyday when Sally passes a certain house located on    9 

her street, she gets the oddest feeling.  The house seems to   20 

stare out at the street through its silent windows.  Sally   30 

wonders what could have happened in the house.  All the   40 

facts seem to indicate that something completely awful   48 

happened to those who lived in the house.  In fact, none of   60 

the future residents ever stayed more than one month in   70 

the house before moving.  Sally hated the feeling she got   80 

when she walked past the yard of the house.  One day, she   92 

heard noises and saw lights in the windows of the house.  103 

The sight of these strange events scared her so much, she  114 

found another route to school.  Now, Sally walks a block out  125 

of her way each morning in order to avoid the house.  136 

Perhaps one day Sally will be brave enough to walk past  147 

the house again.  150 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 10 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Bob has always wanted to travel to far off places.  He   11 

wants to go all over the globe, but he has three important   23 

places he wishes to go.  He wants to be able to visit   35 

France, Italy, and Sweden.  He wants to visit all the sites   46 

that he talked about with his group of friends.  They tell   57 

grand stories about their adventures in each country.  The   66 

awesome views, beautiful sites, calming waters, and huge   74 

mountains make Bob want to visit soon.  Each country has a   85 

different cuisine and culture of people.  Bob is very   94 

excited to be taking a trip to France in the spring.  In the  107 

fall, he will visit Italy with his sister.  Bob has so much  119 

to look forward to in the future.  When he gets back, Bob  131 

would like to write a story about his trips to other  142 

countries.  He wants to make sure he remembers this cool experience. 153 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 11 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Yesterday in history class, Amanda learned about George    8 

Washington and the American Revolution.  The British were   16 

in war with the American soldiers.  They had to fight under   27 

cruel conditions.  The American soldiers’ resources were   34 

low.  After Washington was chief in the army, he became   44 

America's first president.  Washington was a great man.  He   53 

had a wife, and her name was Martha.  She was the First   65 

Lady.  They had two children.  Before we fought with the British,   76 

we were not American citizens.  Americans decided to fight   85 

for freedom.  The colonists knew that the British were   94 

being unjust with their laws.  They were brave and fought  104 

for what was right.  They revolted against the British rule  114 

with the Boston Tea Party.  The Americans threw all the tea  125 

into the harbor.  Amanda really enjoyed her history class.  134 

She liked to learn about great people.  It was electric.  144 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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TEACHER’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 12 Test 

CBM Procedures: 
Set your timer for 1 minute.
Instruct the student to read the passage aloud from the computer screen or from the Student’s Form.
Start the timer when the student reads the first word.
Follow along (with pencil in hand) on the passage below as the student reads aloud.
Only provide a word for the student if he/she hesitates on the word for 3 seconds.
Put an X over words read incorrectly to mark reading errors.

Mark (X) as incorrect if student: Leave as correct if student: 
♦ Mispronounces a word.
♦ Skips a word.
♦ Transposes words (reads “big smile” as “smile big”).
♦ Substitutes words (reads “mom” for “mother”).
♦ Hesitates on words (longer than 3 seconds).

♦ Inserts a word that is not in the text.
♦ Repeats a word that is in the text.
♦ Self-corrects reading errors.

At the end of 1 minute, put a {bracket} around the last word read and ask the student to stop reading.
Complete the score box below.

Mrs. Blue's class is in the science fair this week.  The   11 

class has the part about the solar system.  Mrs. Blue gave   22 

Katie the first planet, Mercury.  She is happy, because she   32 

thinks the first is the best.  Now she gets to go discover   44 

all sorts of interesting facts about Mercury that no one   54 

knows.  She already knew that her planet was next to Venus.   65 

She wanted to do her best and win the science fair.  Did   77 

you know that the solar system is in the Milky Way galaxy?   89 

Katie learned all sorts of new facts about the planets.  It  100 

was finally the day of the science fair, and Katie used  111 

fruit to look like her planets.  Mrs. Blue was about to  122 

call out the winner.  Katie won!  She was so excited.  Who  133 

would have guessed?  Katie had a lot of fun.  Mrs. Blue is the best. 147 

Student: ___________________________  Date: ________ 

Number of words read 
correctly in 1 minute

= _________________
Copy score onto the student’s 

Completion Checklist. 

► Go to the Completion Checklist ◄
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The same copy of this section 
(pages 17-28) can be reused across students.
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 1 Test 

Melissa wants to learn how to bake a delicious treat.  

Her dad is an awesome cook, and Melissa wants to learn his  

tricks.  Melissa asked her dad if he would teach her how to  

bake.  Her dad asked what she wanted to learn to bake.  

Melissa answered, seven peach cobblers.  Melissa's dad said 

that was a wonderful idea.  The first thing they did was go  

to the store.  They needed to purchase peaches and sugar  

because they were out.  When they got home, they kneaded  

the crust.  Then, they mixed all the ingredients together  

for the peach filling in a huge bowl.  Then, Melissa spread  

the filling in the crust.  They covered the filling with  

several crust strips.  The pie was absolutely delicious,  

and Melissa was so happy that she had learned how to cook  

like her dad.  It was a lot of fun.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 2 Test 

Farmer John had a great planting season on his farm.  He  

was pleased with his fruitful crops.  Early on in the year,  

the rain began to settle the soil.  The soil was  

exceptionally moist and had a great effect on the crops.  

The track of plants covered the earth.  The rains helped  

the crops grow into huge plants.  A few months after the  

crops were planted, the planes sprayed for bugs.  Bugs  

swarming all over the field was no longer a problem.  He  

was able to produce the best crop around.  He was able to  

sell the crop for a great price.  He took the money home  

and paid bills.  He even had money left over to treat  

himself for a job well done.  Farmer John was extremely  

happy with his work.  He has a feeling that next year will  

be even better.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 3 Test 

All year long, Dan was a diligent bus boy at his mom's  

restaurant.  Dan worked tremendously hard everyday.  She put  

Dan in charge of helping out all of the other workers.  Dan  

cleans loads of dishes.  Dan runs errands for his mom and  

her staff.  You may wonder why Dan spent tons of time  

working this year.  Well, here are the details.  Dan worked  

all year to earn enough money to buy a swimming pool.  Dan  

loves to swim.  His mom gave him a fair chance to earn the  

money.  Dan wants to join the swim team at school next  

year.  The new pool will help him practice.  It turns out that 

Dan earned enough money for the pool.  His parents were  

extremely proud, so they let him keep his hard earned money  

and bought the pool for him. Dan was excited.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 4 Test 

Sam's mother, Pam, is a cool truck driver.  She drives a  

huge truck in the evenings.  One winter, Sam rode with his  

mom on a job going to the western states.  They were  

pulling seven tractors to a farm.  When they arrived at the farm,  

Sam became really eager.  He had never been on a real farm  

with a barn before.  After the tractors were loaded into  

the truck, Sam and his mom drove to a farm in Texas.  At  

first, Sam was told to stay away from the tractors.  After a while, Sam was 

allowed to sit in the driver's seat of a tractor.  Sam and  

his mom dropped the tractors at Funny Farm.  Sam was  

disappointed that he never got to ride on a moving  

tractor.  Just then, Farmer Brown asked Sam to take a ride  

to the barn.  Sam was so excited.  He had a lot of fun.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 5 Test 

I am going to be rich one day.  I will get rich by  

opening a chain of hat shops.  I will make specialized hats  

for all my customers.  Whatever type of hat they want, I  

will either have it in stock ,or I will have it made.  I  

will even do special order hats for people with giant  

heads or floppy ears.  My company will provide everyone  

with a beautiful hat that is also useful.  My hats will  

protect people from the sun, so that they do not get  

sunburn.  If my hats are very popular, I am going to open up  

hat factories.  Then people can purchase my hats worldwide.  

I will then send money home to my parents.  This way, they  

can be happy and relaxed when they are old.  I hope that  

some day everyone will be wearing my hats, even you.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 6 Test 

Nick was on a large red surfboard when a huge wave hit.  

Nick flew right off of the board.  He hit a rough rock and  

broke his foot.  It was really scary.  Nick's brother rushed  

him to the hospital, so they could put a cast on Nick's foot.  

Nick broke his foot in two places.  Nick had to stay flat  

on his back in bed for two weeks.  Nick was very bored.  All  

he wanted to do was be out surfing the waves.  Nick fell  

asleep and had a dream.  Nick dreamed about a cool surfer.  

He rode the waves like his board had wings.  He tried every  

move in the book.  He did not miss one.  Nick wanted to  

compete like the surfer.  Nick couldn't wait to get the  

cast off of his foot.  He wanted to be the next famous surfer. 
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 7 Test 

There was a huge clubhouse in a gigantic tree in  

Randy's backyard.  It was his favorite place in the whole  

world.  He loved to play with his friends and have camp  

outs.  His sister was not allowed in the clubhouse.  There  

was a sign and a strict rule that said no girls allowed.  

During the winter, Randy did not visit his clubhouse much.  

It was too cold and windy.  One day, his mom suggested that  

they build a cabin for Randy's sister, Meg.  Randy thought  

that it was an awesome idea.  Now she would not annoy him. 

Randy was all grown up when his parents decided it was  

time to sell the house.  Randy was extremely upset.  He  

quickly purchased the house from his parents.  Randy and  

his new family now own the house.  Randy's daughter loved  

the cabin.  His son loved the clubhouse.  They both had tons  

of fun.  Randy enjoyed the memories.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 8 Test 

I have a cousin who is nothing like me.  We are totally  

opposite.  She enjoys running track at school, while I'd  

rather be on the swim team.  Her favorite vegetable is corn,  

but my favorite are lima beans.  In the evening, she likes  

to sit outside on the front porch swing and photograph the  

sunset.  I would rather be inside watching television than  

getting eaten alive by bugs.  Every Sunday, we go to church  

together.  She sings extremely loud, while I sing extremely  

low.  The truth of the matter is that neither of us can  

actually sing.  But the greatest thing about my cousin is  

that she is my best friend.  Even though we do not like the  

same things, we have a great time when we are together.  

People tell us that our disagreeing on everything will  

cause problems between us.  They are totally wrong.  I love  

my cousin and she loves me, and it will remain that way forever. 
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 9 Test 

Everyday when Sally passes a certain house located on  

her street, she gets the oddest feeling.  The house seems to  

stare out at the street through its silent windows.  Sally  

wonders what could have happened in the house.  All the  

facts seem to indicate that something completely awful  

happened to those who lived in the house.  In fact, none of  

the future residents ever stayed more than one month in  

the house before moving.  Sally hated the feeling she got  

when she walked past the yard of the house.  One day, she  

heard noises and saw lights in the windows of the house.  

The sight of these strange events scared her so much, she  

found another route to school.  Now, Sally walks a block out  

of her way each morning in order to avoid the house.  

Perhaps one day Sally will be brave enough to walk past  

the house again.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 10 Test 

Bob has always wanted to travel to far off places.  He  

wants to go all over the globe, but he has three important  

places he wishes to go.  He wants to be able to visit  

France, Italy, and Sweden.  He wants to visit all the sites  

that he talked about with his group of friends.  They tell  

grand stories about their adventures in each country.  The  

awesome views, beautiful sites, calming waters, and huge  

mountains make Bob want to visit soon.  Each country has a  

different cuisine and culture of people.  Bob is very  

excited to be taking a trip to France in the spring.  In the  

fall, he will visit Italy with his sister.  Bob has so much  

to look forward to in the future.  When he gets back, Bob  

would like to write a story about his trips to other  

countries.  He wants to make sure he remembers this cool experience. 
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 11 Test 

Yesterday in history class, Amanda learned about George  

Washington and the American Revolution.  The British were  

in war with the American soldiers.  They had to fight under  

cruel conditions.  The American soldiers’ resources were  

low.  After Washington was chief in the army, he became  

America's first president.  Washington was a great man.  He  

had a wife, and her name was Martha.  She was the First  

Lady.  They had two children.  Before we fought with the British,  

we were not American citizens.  Americans decided to fight  

for freedom.  The colonists knew that the British were  

being unjust with their laws.  They were brave and fought  

for what was right.  They revolted against the British rule  

with the Boston Tea Party.  The Americans threw all the tea  

into the harbor.  Amanda really enjoyed her history class.  

She liked to learn about great people.  It was electric.  
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STUDENT’S FORM 
Purple Diamond 
Lesson 12 Test 

Mrs. Blue's class is in the science fair this week.  The  

class has the part about the solar system.  Mrs. Blue gave  

Katie the first planet, Mercury.  She is happy, because she  

thinks the first is the best.  Now she gets to go discover  

all sorts of interesting facts about Mercury that no one  

knows.  She already knew that her planet was next to Venus.  

She wanted to do her best and win the science fair.  Did  

you know that the solar system is in the Milky Way galaxy?  

Katie learned all sorts of new facts about the planets.  It  

was finally the day of the science fair, and Katie used  

fruit to look like her planets.  Mrs. Blue was about to  

call out the winner.  Katie won!  She was so excited.  Who  

would have guessed?  Katie had a lot of fun.  Mrs. Blue is the best. 
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